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FOREWORD

This is a first-year-report of research on improvements in the use of scientific and
technical information (STI) supported by the Division of Science Information (DSO,
National Science Foundation. It provides a systematic investigation of criteria

r

applied in decision-making by a, wide variety of individuals who are users or
managers of purchased information services in the commercial, sector of the
information industry. DSI is interested in criteria for the comparative evaluation
.of information services, including variables that influence cost and those thatIdo
rot. We are supporting research on mt.thods to measure the value of these
services, as part of our overall program to improve the -efficienCy and
effectiveness of the utilization of STI.

.

#./

Your suggestions and comments on this report will be appreciated.

ee G. Burchinal
Director
`Division of Science Information
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USER'VALUES IN THE SELECTION
OF ENFORHATION SERVICES
4

HIGHLIGHTS

Which infdrmation service to use, andwhy? Uses', preferences
among services and their variations from time to time are analyied in this
study for the User.Hequirements Section of NSF. The controlling variable:
was. found to be the function for which processed information is desired:'
for research-Chow to do things), for planning (what.to do), or for informal
tiori operations (doilig,thifigs with the information itselfr: User populations which differ in'teir values for, putchaked serviceacan be grouped
aceording to this use function. The services donsidered were categorized
as'access tools for direct use, or paid searching, or information analysis

and evalua4a.

The principal finding of this study is that the valve system which
a givenuser applies in selectinean information'iservice varies from time
to time, depending upon use as an event rather than the user as an
individual. There is h subtle but distinct difference from the initial
proposal for this study, which was to identify groups of users whd agree and
disagree and to explore the characteristic patterns of use by_which they
might be distinguished. The identifying variable is useful to a vast
variety,of,users:
a4given person may be acting as a scientist today, a
,searcher tomorrow, and a planner the next afternoon, and the service he
prefers will depend upod his function at the moment.
This functional vela -'
tionsh4p may explain why previous user studies tend to gloss over the
behavior of theindividualr-as being an erratic and upeedictable unknown.
Each group of users has its own set of priorities artapecial
'connotations for variables, in.the selectiorlprocess. Workers Involved in
'ithe research/development function (scientist, vftgineAr or patent attorney)
place high value on subjective factors of ;Iprvace quality or convenience.
Those involVed in information operations (searching or retrieval) are more
concelmed with the quantifiable factors of time,, cost, and facilities'
available,
Planning(managemen, staff, or individual is more judgmental,
and seeks an individual whose purchased service can be trusted beffIre even
considering factors'of cost or convenience. Nanagers,:ousers of informs.

,

tion serviceswhose function at the moment is research oroperations or
'planning may attach quite Afferent Connotations to thk same key words,
such as useful information, pertinence vs. relevance, depth vs: breadth,
timeliness. time, and costs. The result is a conflict in valuk,systems
which is.often unrecognized..
L

This basic finding and its imp), actions were" developed by' direct,
iews with some 60 individuals.,
technique applied was a dimensio 1analysis qf- the factors in the selection process which each.user
co
iders most important. Selection factbrscan be grouped in three
ensions as quantiff.able, qualitative, and judgmental:. these are all
recognized as important by all user groups, but with sharp differences
Anhe relative Values they perceive., The-emPhasis.on the individual was a
direct opposite of what somspeople'prefer when they use the "Delphi
approach" and mask all personal differences in anonymity, to arrive at a
statistical consensus. Lists of discriminant_factors were first prelAred in

inte

.

.

,

.

.

fj
.

.

interviews with specigtsta who spend over. 50X' of their.timesin information
research,:and expanded to include users who are scientists engineeri,
attof
s, and planning staff. Each Of these popillationsqncluded four'to
six tnd iduali in thp basicoraup of 30 interviews in-house. 'Preliminary
co lesions were augmented and confirmed by interviews with an equal number
osers and managers, of information services in other companies. These
drew special attention to the experiential and intuitive components in management judgment,"asidistinct from the quantifiable /rational and qualitative/
subjective comp9R6nts in conventional evaluations of cost effectiveness and
cost/benefits.

.

4

A Matrix diagram is proposed 'to summarize the diverse effects of
many faCtors atd interactions in the user's selection process. The major
selection factors, user populations,
variables are entered in matrix rows:
and types of information service.
Sub,element dimensions die expanded in
separate charts.
The columns'in the matrix represent how these variables
are defined by'function, how therate-perceived by the'user,.and how they
interact.
One interaction effect is the difference.inpriorities of, differerit user groups.
Other interactions involve the environment of theuseee-nt:
user concerns; management cAcerns, and maturity of the project.

.

A questionnaire was developed at the end of the study to Examine
the acceptability. of the parameters lelected and the definitions proposed
This was addressed tb .89,individuals who consider themselves as
fogy them,
users ofisformation services, out of a random %ample of 240 professional
employees at Exxon.. A preliminary analysis of the returns shows significant
differences between the statistics for research scientists and for engineers.
Only a third of the engineers had used the published literature to. search
for information Atrine tI?e year 1975-76, vs. nearly'half of the scientists.
Scientists tend to value the the Published information more, and they gave
stionnaire. They used or specified more
.14
a much higher response to
perceived
.and rAvested many more searches.
services by title during t
r scientists ag negativ for engineers, in
values were strongly posits
preferring original documents yrsus abstracts,' requesting the.use df a
specific service, of asking a kfiown individual to collect the Anformationt,
This preference-for a known piisrciOn was even stfonger for searches ordered-by"
patent attorneys, who cited it O their primary basis for selecting a service.
Al user's agreed that they want toget key reference, promptly before a furt her search, and there was a strong vote against'expectivg the customer who
jets the information lo know how to'use akomputerized system. It must be
recognized that these replies were in an'environment where information services
are tailor-madeto company interests, and available on request.
Case hNtories .67eloped dpring the likeudy Nave shown that this
.b
approach can defuse many areas of potential conflict. The junior staff
employee need"not feel that a management Change in his recommendations '
implies a criticism or lack of confidence; a new bvsiness, which is small
still needs both a broad view of information fbr corporate planning and
specific details 'for A&D; the information specialist in a small
library may be valued most for non-computerizable skillsfin upgrading the
input,to the system; not as a paid searcher. It-was possible in each of
these cases to detect points of view which could be easily recognized by
arties who,had been in disagreement, as different but not oppodites.
Accepting these as a valid basis for joint action avoided the destructive
effetrd ofa forced choice between them.
),
,.
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E.SUMMARY
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,

improvements in the dissemination eituse of pcienqfic and'
technical information have created'a growth industry of competing information services whose survival depends upon users and'customers. Users
differ,'and the value systems by which they decidetwhich seiviceto select
at a given'time are a complex function of identifiable variablis and
,
relationships. The present study has been conducted for the User
,RequireMents section of the NSF* tO explore.tWO questions: who wants to
use what services, and holAdoes the user decider ',
k

Different groups of users are found to differ sharply in the
priorities they-assign to major variables in the Selection process. A
primary'goal of this Study s to help each user to identify his or her
own patterns of. u#0. Rela 14'goals are _to explore weaknesses-An the
user's methods of selection and-where to look for help, to recognize'
others whose points of view are similar or different, and to benefit
more, readily from shared experience\as a result. This is an analysis
of controlling variables from the viewpoint of the user, as distinct
from that of the designers or ven4ors of se4Vices who have contributed
most of the literature on the subject. Field of coverage is an important
variable but it is excluded from this study7"by definition, since if
there is only one service in a given field there is no competition.
.

,

s

The selection between services is seell as a dynamic process,
id which each user can assign his (her) own values to the factors involved.
These value judgments can change for the same person for each use event,
depending on the environment of use, the type of service, and the
function for which the informStion'is desired.
It is necessary for this
discussion to give clear and arbitravy definitiote to 'a set of basic,
terms:

STI - the whole gamut of recorded scientific and technical
information, and associated access tools.

.Purchised information service - a commercial enterprise
providing its users and customers with processed
information, which saves them from haVing to get it
from original sources.
User = the one who selects which Information service to
buy or use and works directly with the service selected§
so choice is based on personal experience.

* National Science Foundation Divisicin of Science Information (formerly
NSF/OSIS) Contract C-1027 with ExxonResearch and EngineeringCompany,
on "Improvements in the Dissemination and Use of Scientific and
Technical Information".funded June 30, 1975; Homer J. Hald.§,
Principal Investigatort (retirgd, December 1976)
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Customer - the one who pays for the inforiatiOn,supplAed,
directly or indirectly, but may not have anYpart. in'
the use of the service or in the selection(proCess.

User population - an identifiable group of users who)havetthe
same basic needs and values fpr information services, The
difference lies in what function'the user is exercising at
a given time: the same individual may bt functioning as a
scientist today, a searcher:tamerrow, and i plannerthe'
next of
noont,
-

.
..

,

,
.

'

-

.

User populations and some of their characteristic simAlaritied,and differences have been examined in this study by interviews with60
..
known-users or managers of Anformation services; half of them within ER&Eand half outside.
This included a gtrong piogram of field discussions and
conferences during formative stages, to test and refine theAreliminar,
results.
Conclusions drawn on this basis were then checked by questionnaire, based on a 240 -name random sampleof"proiessional employeei'atER&E
who are potenti41 users-of purchased services.
.

.

.

A Matrix diagram is shown which Summarizes the differences observed
in user values and their interaction effeets. The major variables for analysis
are presented'in the matrix rows, as- selection factor§4 user populatioqs, and
types of information service: The matrix colqmns'represent how these variables
are defined, how ehey' are perceivee thy the use l4 and how they interact.
'

t'

.

.

1'

:

There are many discriminant factors which can be considered
/Signifidant in the selection process. Initial interviews suggeited that
i these cam all be categorized
as quantifiable,' qualitative, or judgmental.
Variablei in each of these dimensions are so linked that they tend to move
together in any change or comparison. For example, data on cost, time,
physical facilities, or personnel can be. considered'as one such group, in
the dimension of quantifiable factors. That is to say, any circtmstance
which has a major effect on cost., time, facilities; or staff requirements
is likely to have some effect on otber variables in the same group. This
concept of dimensions in evaluation is taken from earlier studies on the
value-of research projects.

.

,

*

a

.

.

A second dimension which ig well recognized includes the whole'
gamut of qualitative factors that cannot be measured exactly but which
can be handled by the technique of subjective ranking. The exact miles
given to such information service concepts as spnveniepoe, flexibility
or responsiveneis wife hard to define, but they tend tobe interrelated
and move together when any one of them is significantly changed.
The decision process also involves 'factors of judgment which
can have a yes/no answer. Judgment is a function of management, and the
manager may be the same person as the user or someone else. The judgmental
dimensitpds hard to argue with, based on neither numeri /al facts nor
subjective ranking's alone but a "comxon sense" blend Of-these with intuition,
based on experience. Repptation, suitability or future prospects often
involve a major contribution from the judgment of other managers. outside
of management these factors are often deferred to others and then taken,for granted.
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MATRIX OF USER VALUES'AND-INTERACTIONS

4

variables*
Defined as

.

Parameters

'Perceived-Values"

Interaction EffeAs /

Select ion-Pactor. Dimensione
A

i
t

I

.Quantif iable

Budget/coats,

QUalitative
Judgmental

Convenience
Reputation

Rational'
Subjective
Intuitive

i

.

User Populations
r'

1

R/D func,titou

Originals

Info operations

Abstracts

Planning fun ction)

Evaluatplit

(
abs + ort,g

a-

Purchased Information Services

0

Access tools
Searching
Analysis -:

Wants'

.

Scientist, engineer,
attorney
Searcher,
information analyst
Manager

,

elf- service

.10redefined,questions
Optimized during search

.

Impersonal
Intermediary
`Highly indiv1ual

-

.

* Variables at fisted are typical, not all-inclSiv

..

Enyironment of use
Uter-worker concerns
Management concerti'
Maturity of project

1.

OW

c

,...

A

A i

/ 4:.

6
.

.t

".

.'

3

,i

* .'

%.
0.

.

I Thespecific facigts meted are)typical of many othera: -The
itpOrtant pOint,is elbat diMensiOns'in,the-selection prodess'can be,
*
recognized, egar9,ess df the exact paies`Olociated,wittithem, and that
.

I

;,

.

,

;

they ipan be used *-to characterize paita.selegtion'process.

The
. diMensional'apprOach has ,the.advaniage-that the categories named are- complementary, mat opposites,,,,ondc-theteforOess,likely'to leaVe boles.
in the mairiX.,
" ,-, ,%. 4 1-

,

.

,

.

:

!

..

,- !,s,t.

e,

.

NH-f4

.

.,
.
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The literature Offthe relative importance-of-user-selection
factors ispiased at this, point, since it depends largely on who wrote what.

Articles.which emphasiA the'importanceof

cost

terid tO be

:

.:

.

written

,

by-vendota, including in-house managers, with have a-serVic to sell.
'Both are continually asking in theliterature 'for 'cost*dataIrom.others
'
to compare With their Own. Other authors examine dOgt/benefit }elation-.
ships that. include subjective,faceors. This vieWpoint'is charaCteristic :-of the social scientist: The,judgmental approackds commonly recognized
in journals of industrial management but *it can be anathema, to the"purely
rational person" who prefers budgtt nuthbersland considers even cost/benefit
'ratios
as a compromise. These strong differences'iri priorities
.
points
,
-of view tend to confirm the validity of rain the dimensions chosen, as
separate factOts in the decision processYtTill'i* not to say tfiat-any one
.user. of services w11l Base his choice, entireiy on one set of values:-", all
of them are-important:, What it d'oes say is Ehat while the pate variables
apply, to all users, they ar4..differently perceived.
.'
,

.

i

all

.

.

User Populations

A
ti

i,

The central feature Of the matrix comprises three groups of
er
populations which can be distinguished by function and how the,'. use t
'
information supplied. This dispinction is shown by whether the,inforMation they most want to ave "Ands-on" is orhinal documents, selec d
abstracts and references, or evaluated overviews, First is the research
'/
function which includes scientists, engineers, andliatent attorne s, profess
;tonal men whose information. need is,for-Grig al atumdnts, but for -,
different reasons. The scientist wants to st dy and.comPare difarent
sets of original data, or the 'methods by whic they were onto( ed.
The
engineer wants a single set of reliable data and the conditi s held
constant to obtain them, but rot'all the data there are. T e attorney
drafting a patentor a new agreemeneneeds the complete a
exact wording
Am.
P
of selected originals, but is less concerted about daea.-

1.

,t,

,

.

3

I

b

(...

,

ihe information operation of searching (or the individual who
g
is acting-as a paid searcher and not as a scientist or as a manager) is
frequently satisfied to stop with ax abstract or reference by title only.
This identifies, useful source documents and Where to find them, but'does--,o
not require
their physical production.
..
.
,

.

-%
/

x

\

.

.

.

..

.

.

Planning as a function of management p.ay be:delegated more or'less
completely to planning atafl,gr to others.
PlannAg prefers an overview Or,
information digese,.for the selection of-target areas. Typically pressed for
time, the planner'wants immediate access to all available viewpoints and
suggestioni on how to evaluate them,' to decide which onesto puraUe, He is
looking for ideas and is less concerned at\the moment with originals, pr
where to find them.
.
.

,

',.

.....,)
.
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x
3
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The Simplistic" statement for any user who has a choice is that
he wants "the best service hi can afford, fora given use," This dif-7
ference in function,depends upon the specific use event, 'rather-than
emphasizing the variable needs ofa;given individual.
Interviews with
users, in different populations suggested completely different priorities

0

.

in .these tplationshipsi.
-

a

The research scientist /engineer ctooses first
service he finds mast convenientto Use. He a
the judgment of a manager as tp whit systems to conSi
but he pays ittle-attention to the quantifiable factors
.
of cost, time or facilities as long as the systems avail -`,
able 'give him theanswers,he needs.

JD.

The planning staff 'or manager maids c.firat choice,-on
whether the service in .question is.reliabIt and "Suits, 14
our way of doing things:He has td consider budgetS
on alsilthe quantifiable faCtore,'but. may include
.qualiative factors onIy',afterhe has ruled out Services'' which he finds unreliable'or,too'expensive.
,

.

.

:,

,

-

The_literature On'informationLoperations
hasizes cost,_
time, and all the quantifiable factors a.v ndor must
cont'rol, to keep AO customers. ;Quilititive.factoss may
be recognized in cost/benefit studies,"but somewhat
.'grudgin gly because they cannot be accurately measured.
- JUagtentas a, separate dimension is
t so clearly,
At
recognized in the literature on in
tion services ks
Ak.
it is in discuSsions'on'business
.agement.
.

.

.

f
.-
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.

..,

It must be- emphasized that these."prioritie4" are all relative,
values, not ahsolute.
Cost data, fdr example,-.appear.tobe leas significant tG the scientist than convenience or reliability:. this is not to
say that cost data= can be ignoihd, bUt only that the scientist is more
likely than
the vendor or manager to put other factors ahead 'of cost.
.
IV

.

PUrchased servi'des from which any user may select fall into
three major categories:
..

,

.

.

access tools for direct usd, at all levels of complexity.
Theseincludi indexes, abstracting services, and computer.
dita bases iq. routine use. ,
a

-

a putchaked service that does searching for known facts,
where'die question is defined before the search begins;
a service for information analysis, where the user pays

.

.

s

someOne'else both to find anato analyze the information
available. 's

.xi

13

-.;
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.

The same information pervices, even.thi most sophisticated
ones;. may be used for self -help, for paid searching, or for information
analysis:
the difference lies tp.the user; ang how Ihe'information
stools arid services are applied.
In general,. the information analyst
/
is apPlyAka higher. level of skills than in searchiAg alone,
becausli
-the
alyst Mustounderstand the technical language of the literature and
thellEstomer's needs,
weli'as the inner workings of ,the searching
'procedures used...

-

.

.

Environment of the Use-Event
' Interactions wit the environment of user concernst management
concerns, and specific project are an active part of the selection process,
where the three types of service defined'differ significantly-in their effects.
The routine use of do index or abstracting Service is'perceived as impersonal
and for this the user/worker will acCept'any competent assistance. The user
who is buying a literature search is-more concerned, to be sure that the
intermediary employed understands thesponts agreed upon in negotiating the
question.' The user who has asked for informatijon analysis paying someone
to think.for him. This is a highlzjindividual matter involving the user's
self-esteem, and he wants to know exactly who the analyst is.
4111

11%.

Personal impacts are hi h in a situation where the, user feels
that he is applying his highest kills.
This interacts with user function:
research is concerned with find g gaps or inconsistencies; the searcher
is concerned with compaeting t
reference file;the plannermay consider
one'o his essential tasks a'8 rowsing in selected.sources todind useful
results from another field.
n whatever area each user considers critical
he is likely to insist on t
services of a person he feels he can .trust,
or he may reject any su
elp as undesirable interference and do this part'
.

-,;of the work himsel

.

Other impacts of the environment include both limitations on
the user and positive effects. A guiding principle here is Mooer's'law,
which_says,that the user of information tends to avoid any action which
gives him pain. For example, freedom ofchoice can be sharply restricted,
by limited authority for cost approvals,.
Within the user's limits of 0
approval, the "free vs. fee" argument may impose a forced cost decision
on users whose value system would always place convenience or quality first.
Their skills in the budget /cost area may be so poor that a forced choice
is arbitrary or. capricious, ignoring cost/benefit trade-offs which they
normally defer to someone else. Conversely, utilization may be imforoved
by setting up for the, user clearly defingd blocks or services for which
approval for him is free, or easy to get, of more difficult for special
situations.-

$

Another user concern is the capability of the individual to
use the infOrmation supplied. This is not the same thing as knowing hoi
to use the service, nor does it mean that he is actually going to use it.It helps to avoid overkill or. Answering the wrong question:
Information
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can be tested out,in many w ays,,say by computer modelling or by discussion.
The point'is that.the selection and use of information is easiest add most
effective in areas within the user's experience. Personal interest and
self-esteem may lead the user to invent reasons JOr dtrying the newest and
most s4histicated,techniques as part' of the learning process. Values in
such a case accrue'in actual use, riot potential use, as witnessed by the
experience-4*f firms who overbought on computers as a status-symbol.,

a

In an in

operation where performance standards are mainThis is not
tained, accuracy and completeness maybe taken for granted.
always true, and where it is not these parameters quickly became vital.
Vulnerability to poor data or negativ6 information varies with the specific
use:
it is high for a quick answer taken at face Value. Even unreliable
results which are properly reported may be valuable in research for ,detecting a result which seems out of line.
This can be p nuisance in searching
and even more so in planning,-unless theoncertainty itself is important.
A definite lack of 'concern for the scientific quality of information applies
to certain. operations of.the planner surveying a new field, who wants the
widest variety A points, of view available.
He is'not necessarily concerned
with whether a pew viewpoint comes trdima scientist or a Eabloid columnist.
The tabloid bias may be just as important to him, if he wants to examine'
this bias and use it in planning His own work.

F.

Management concerns are a major element in determining'the
environment of use:IP-Choices in this area are a matter of indiVidual
style, as much as company policy: 'the manager who values the information,approach allows.extra time for it where the manager who is,
unsympathetic may not.- There are Other such concerns ybich appl to
information as a whole, as well asto the use of purchased serVites as
fr
one means of obtaining it:

4
-

are individual efforts and team work both encouraged?

-

is innovatidn desirable or a threat to established lines?

-

is a quick answer or no answer an acceptable,. response ?'

-

is any premium allowed for quality of information?

-

are benefits realized in this project expected tohelp
,.support other information services, or vice versa?

.The maturity of the specific projecebears directly on how
much information is needed and what type of service will.supply it.
Breadthof coverage, detail, and when to stop allil interactive decisions
which apply at all stages of urgency and Justifiablt expense. Basic research,
patenting, and market development may all benefit from a state of the art
review.
A novelty search.is more specific,. once a project has been
defined../ Project negotiations or contracts must define-and clarify thode
aspecis'of the new development that someone is willing to pay for.'" The
over-riding question/of liability, has grown far beyond the caveats of
business law, in response td government demands by such agencies as the
EPA and FD.
Complete evaluation, best available technology, and
environmental impact statements represent a significant part of the'
prelamt total-demand for information services.
,

4
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Interview

liniiai

tionnaites

0

interview with the,major
ers of information services
confirmed the concept of d ensions'ip sel tionlactors, and identifiable
user populations as a Fee on for differen s in the values they, perceive.,
Further interviews to id ntify additions variables and their interaction*
surveyed the pattern of selectionfor sp cific populations of information
searchers, patent atto eys, a universi Yjibrary, and the users of a small
branch library.
o

/

A more detailed 44eationdaire was developed to explore:the
characteristics of:the-user populations identified, and improgie-the.definition of spceptake tefrob. This--4iSdesignelas ap opinion survey for use
in hand, with written definitions, to decrOase 'the effects of the variable
bias of the investigator during interides. It was addressed to,,a random
sample of 240 named indiViduals pickedjrom the professional employees-at
ER &E.
In this sample 130 individuals,were locate4 at the engineering
research center, 90 in laboratory research an 20 in smaller groups such
as information specialists or patents.- These sub-sets represent 10-20%
of the employees sampled:. The list was then checked or a- telephone Call
was made to ask: haVe you during thejoast 'full year (1975-1976} done any
"searchilli'in the published literature apart from reading current journals,
either yourself or by asking someone else to conduct a search for you?
A questionnaire for
s survey was sent to a total of 89 Who were knoWn
as users or who th,
identified themselves. This 4-page fprm took an'
average of 15
tes to respond.
The-initial query shoimd that 49 of the130 -engineers use available
literature services to search for information versus 81 who searchonly in'
company.sources or current'journals. Thig ratio'is nearly l'to 2 and the
same ratio for research was 40 to.50 veneer 1 to 1.
The greater interest
of the researchers in informafionservices is,reflectad in responses
received, which was 38 out of 40 from research versus 32 out of 41 from
engineering. Simil'ar trends appear in the average number of ,searchet made
during the year, which was about.2for he engineers and over 4 for research.
The same applies to familiary with:Agferent information services; a
check list by title Of those used at least once during this period showed
an average of one for the engineers, and three or more for'reseatch.

Values perceived by these two groups were ranked on a 5-poini
scale (vital, yes, neutral, not needed and prefer lkotjA The weighted
average was strongly positive for.xesearch and. negati4Tfot engineers
'fon the use of originals versus abstfacts, using known services, and '
asking a known individual to collect the information: BOth.groupwagreed
(90 vs. 80%)ethat
impOrtant to get key references promptly, before
any further search: Both ranked .6mplateness in,aseardh.dhead'of accuracy,
the'engineers a little more so. ,The strongest agreement was on two questions with heavily negative response and'10-28% Rg the total as "prefer not,"
for the'importance of knowing.exast dollar costs e4 compare services and
for the user /customer himself to knOw how to use computerized'information
systems.
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These replies ar in an environment where information s
ices
are available upon reques and'an abstract service.tailor-made,to ompany
'interest is distributed o
employeea.
Without this bias,,li is felt
that the ratio for ords
16 vs. abstracts would'be-even strongeOdt
research. Different r
inks might,also be expected on some factors
e.g., on accuracy vs. ompletness. -Further inspection in thisiParticmr
sample'showeed that t
only engineers who preferred originals/were
men out of 33 respo ees who had come into engineering from Er back 01,t
in research.

Conflict in Meanings of Key Words

connotati
words.
Table 6.

jor conclusion of this study is -the completely different
whieh aifferept groups of users attach to hessamekey
functionil,approach
thief semantic problem,i14sha0 in, 4
V

/

Timeliness of,information has s special mean g for RIND, namely,
information produced at the right time - neither too arly nor ;too late.
This may:create special values for a redundant eervi e which can iroduce
pertinent information recently current, but not yet adequately covered in
t
the eomprIlrnsiveiabstract/index systems..
ot
The manager of R/D makes a basic choic as to the amount of time
he will allow for-the use of. information, frequ tly about l0-202 of total
project time, as distinct from going out in th laboratory or the field to
get more data. The choice is labor-intensiye, depending on competingvalues for the -worker's time.
It may-be cha ed,little If any by a
powered new 'service which produces more info
tion in less time but
requires moretime for proper analysis.
Th re is a strong consensus elVat
the time devoted to more effective service is essentially subtracted
from 14ss effective sources of informatio ,

'

.

Priorities in selection for r search-Are addressecreo detailsin
pertinent-references, having.a plear s ess on a definite concept or request.
The search can stop.when you get th
nswer,or new targets may be defined.
Dependable qual4y, as a resource mat. ial'is a primary concern.,' Costs and
cost/benefits-are applied separately to each project':
York flow to keep the information system operating uses 100% of
the,time available? for the work, s and managers concerned. This is split:
between routine operations and'
pt4. 'The operation is labor-intensive,
with a,strong component of indirectitosts to maintain the system.

4

f'

t

Timeliness for operati ns is measured in terms Of crestated time
schedules to get new items out, 'nd how dependable this production schedul
is fbr the user. The schedule t es which are frequently most important t
the user:are the earliest date when he might get the information, and the.
latest date.to which thi /may slip when things go- wrong. 'These can be nut.
more significant than t
average time, which the operators ol the'system
might prefer asna Matsu e'oi performance.
-

*
'1

.

.
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Table 6

Conflict in_Sets of. Meanings for the Ape Key-Words
3,

.

for R/D Function

Value to the'User

,

Connotations for Different Functions of Use
-for Planning unction
for'Inforfitation 00eratitms

Paranteters of

a

Useful
information

how to-do things, or what
not to-do; knowledge .

Specificity

pertinent to-specific target

,

f '1.
accessible Output;
work flqw, doinp,

se

,

.

.

hat to do;

target selection
insight

.

-

.

.

'cover OA good sources

relevant to tang -t areas,

..-

.
.

"Hands-on" access.

_

,all pertinent originals

.

,

i

abstraCts and references'

digest of points of view

,breadth ofcoverage.

breadth of view,"uot de'Calls

.

,Depth vs breadth

-details, on'aelected items

..

Timeliness

.

net too eariy, not too late

at the time promised

10-20% (info.'vs lab):,

1.00% (routine + output).

.

immediately,!on demand
...

Total time

allowed

.,,

.

It.

cautious, subtracts from
'totalrtiiravailable

Aktittite towaed
new facilities-,

.

t\.!Cost favors

if it provides answers needed,

.promote multiple uses,
to lower unit costs

;

yot-th wh'at:it costs

.,

,

,

labor- intensive

.

e

4

per item charged,

,

A

'0

.

I)

'

elapsed time to deadline,

.

.

tjustify overall program;
labor > capital

total costs:.t me is costly ;

cafatal,>.labOr

.

.
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Many 'of the same Parameters apply to'the manager of a commercial
information Service and the manager of an in-house information system.
Both seek to optimize theuae of special new facilities which increase
,their capaility
i
for speciagprojects, and ins general encourage' multiple
useslor the same item. Their priorities in, the selection of-Information
tend to emphasize bread0 of coverage, according tp prestribedetandarda
of output, so as not.t8tiss a good reference,..; If a choice dust be made,
it may be more important to cover all souses and not all details.. The
work output frequently atopi with references and, abstracts,:and.biblf07
graphiccoverage may be'enough. A preferred criterion of Success foil
future demands is not, the total output, but ht;w much of it, is actually .r
used. Coat justification and cost efficieficies are examined for all
its in the pro am, and cost benefits are consldered in'general-for the
whole operation rather than for single items.

a1

Plan
is is strict pn alapsedaime, and ignores or pl aces a heavy
discount on information received after the'decision has'been made. Background information is selected'for relevance, &traceable or logical
connection to the area concerned, and cannot stop with pertinence to a
jingle point. The planner will use whatever sources he needs and can
find within the time allowed, and often has well-developed sources for
information outside) he published literature. Within this time frame ;.
_costly special sexvi
may be justified as a capital expenditure,'wortb
what it costs.
.

.

Timeliness of infOrmation'for planninvitmeaeured in terms of.
speed; to meet special,reluests* This involves current operations.
It
frequently benefits from previously prepared document collections,
vertical
'files, or abstracts preselected for browsing in'areas of interest.
These
are available for iMMediate use on demand; to seek information relevant to
projects being planned. ,Speed is ease:laid-to relevance.

4
Priority,in the selection of-useful information
is addressed to
overview, ,not detage. The_planner.wants a collection of different
points of viewfor looking at his problei, and is particularly interested
in methods for evaluating the information available. The potential, value
of a liven information service for future reference dtpende in
part of
the reliability'With'Shich it.an be expeCted to present
a specific point
of view: Repeat business tpically
requests the work of a known
individual.
The planner is extremely *onscibus oftotal coats; time is
worth money as a part of the total project.
Long-range planning, owards
,areas of future interest rather-than immediate projects
may be less
stringent ontheAime scale, but,is equally concerned with
the evaluation
of sources and points of view.
The principal point in Table 6 is that the.differences observed are
linked to function:
they are not completely random as to the individual.
Thus, relevance and over-view tend to relate to planning, where pertinence and
detail are of more interest in research. These linkages can help.to reduce,
semantic confusion. Note again that.in this comparison as elsewhere we are
considering' only relative values, not absolutes.
.

Function as here defined has to do with the structure of language:,
information operations are concerned with doing, the present active participle.
The research/developmentjunctiorOis concerned with how to do, the art or
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dev4oping state of the art of the patent Attorney. Planning' &snag
is concerned with tirg6t/evaluatipn or what to do, which,tanlbe cons eyed
the subjuneti.e mode,of Might or could or should., The engineer-who cowsiders himself a builder and pot a researcher may prefer to define the.
three motions as scientist/engineer/manager rather than research/opetatioas/plannIng;:and the table can be read just as well with these terms
as collomn headings. The differences observed appear to be teal and
charadteristic, regardless of which labels Art applied.
.Applications of the Functional Approach
1
°

'In'pratice, this approach has helped to defuse areas of apparenr
conflict in assessing information'ndeds.
Specific examples are cited.
Junior staff could see that a management change, in decision based on
additiOnal aspects of inforMati*Frn may rot at all represent a' lack of
confidence.
In a small 'business situation, management could allow for
the information priOrities of both scientists at
planners, corresponding
to their real differences in function.
The patent attorney has aistrong
component of planning (target selection) iv the use of informatiqp, and the
patent searcher he likes, and trusts is-the/one who gets his business. For
an abstract service, *le opinions of the searcher on the importance of
access to originals may.be easier to obtain than those ofthe scientist,
but they are notthe same. For a-special library.with limited staff
serving all three,functions;(research, operations, and gannine a marked
improvement in the service,to one may result in a definite loss ins 7
service to'the others, unless an improvement can be made in them as well.
:.In this.case areview of user value's has identified a '!non-compUterizable"
skill'as the ability of the staff to upgrade the input to the system; by
checkingthe originals of documents selected-from the incomplete informa-c
tion found in titles and' abstracts.
,

'

This' study is concernedwith the value preferences of the user
of Information dervices, the individual scientist or engineer or 'person,
from other populations who wants to use the published literature for more
than current reading.
It is not-directed to'those who don't care. Moit
laCienxific and technical information systems arenot used solely for
research orfor planning or for service functioft and most users are not
pprely rational OD subjective or judgmental. The person least sensitive
to the colt effectiveness of dimensions in valud other than.his own may be
one who'thinks his system could become all things to all people,. if it
could only get enough support. The selection and'optimization 9f a service
requires an awa;eness of the varied ways in which it will be valued by (liferent users. Differendes in points'of view may be npre readily resolved
when they are recognized'as mUlti-:dimensionAl, and not necessarily as
opposites.
'

t

1:

4

INTRODUCTION,

The rapid expansion of information research services has created
an industry that tends to be ingrown, with users and producers Wtio.are their
own best customers. The nuMber of such services Is well over a thousand
and continually growing. Many of these services are directlydompetitive,
and it is increasingly difficult for7the potential user to know whirl
j
service to select fot.a specific use.
fy

"
This report is a.studrof the selection process
which different
groups.of users decide to buy or use different'information
ices, for
Searching in the published literature.
It has been conducted for.the
National Science Foundation, Division of Schence Information (formerly
WsF/OSISY under Contract Number C-1027, as a part of fhe larger current NSF
project on "Improvements in the Dissemination and Use of Scientific and
Technical Information (STI)."
The postulate proposed and developed herein is that there are
identifiable groups of users with different types of heeds who differ in
how and why they choose one type of service over another, in STI and
,related fields. The characteristic,value systems applied by different
users in this selection process are of the same, depending on variables
which can be defided by dimensional a lysis. The results obtained confirm
this thesis, with the subtlehut signifi
s''eakl,t difference that
identifying
variables relate more to use as an, event than to the user as
individual.
,

--

i

,

.

A matrix constructed to represent these variables anipatterns
ionse provides a convenient means to explore their similarities, differences,
and linkages between them. This matrix of user-value systems was developed
on the basis of indiv!idual interviews with some 30 regdlar users'of.purchased
information services in various divisions of the goontractnr,'Exxon Research
and Engineering Company. It was then tested and refitted b' interviews
with an equal number of managers and users of information Nervtbes in other
companies.
Th/s.checking with outside sources was stipulated in the project
scope of work, as an, expanded program to disseminate the results obtained.
A questionnaire was developed and tested at the end of the study to examine.
the accep4104ity of the parameters selectedoand the definitions proposed
for them; 'Preliainary test results and suggested modifications are discussed.
This is the first-year report in a proposed two-y r project. The
objective for the second year will be to examine the factors' involved in the 1
success of systems and services for'information analysis: ,Interacting
relationships to be explored include the effects of location (the information
analysis center), of personnel (the analyst*and the user /customer), of
propdure (the analysis),, and personal Impacts in both directions between them.
The plin Lai the second yefir includes-individual'intertiews and.case histories',
ofta nqrnber,of such systems.

.
la!`,
As a matter of policy,' no idAntification is publibiberein of
the exalt sources of the individual opirdpwanctexperiencgirePorted.
7
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21LDEFINITIONS
r\

N

The purpose of.ttlii
J study is to provide a guide for the user of
scientific and technical information services, to help him/her* identify
his patterns of use and-needs. It is addrepsed to the user who has decided
to in#est time or money for, information services, and who wants to select
from all the services availableAhose which will meet his awn requirements.
It eiplores the value. systems observed by- different groups Of users' in the
procesof such selections, so thaj each can identify others whose points
of view are similar oivifferent, to benefit more directly from shared
experience. The study excludes by definition a choice baied on field of

-

coverage. alone: . if there is onlypne-service that covers a given fiO4

there is no choice, and it gets all the business. Usually, if not always,
there is some alternatile route, and therefore a choice between-competitors.

"

-

The-literature on,the evaluation of information systems,is-beset
by semantic confusion,,With cohflicting or, contradictory definitions for
the'same keywords. Much of this literature has been addressed to the design,
and performance of a given system or service,_ where our concern is the
choice'between services. It is necessary for the purposes of this study to'
give clear and Arbitrary definitiond; to a set of basic terms:

_

The user we are Consi4ering.tay be anyone who is selecting an
information service; he may, be a scientist, an engideer, a library
searcher, or'an information analyst. In centers where these services are
readily available, .it may be uuugual for_thesame_person_to_be_hath_Tnser"
and customer (the one who is asking. for information); more often the "user"
is colleetipg information at least in part for someone else. "gurchasedu
requires that the service be commercially available and therefore viable,
on the market either as a service to order or one readily available to many
users. Such a service provides prdcessed information, which saves the user
from having to dig'ii directly out of original. sources. Our study is
'directed specifically to scientific and technical information;, similar
principles may apply to'other areas of knowledge'with different paradiers,

e.g., for time or the nature ofdata.
Types of ServicePurchased services from which any user may select fall into"three
major categories:"
-

access tools which the user cau use himself, at all levels
of complexity. These include indexing and abstracting services,
or computer data bases used"for routine retrieval.

With due apologies for the.English language, "he" will be used herein"
after to include "she" or,"they"; "hers" it.included with "his" or
"their"; "himself" equals "herself" or "themselves", etc.-

24
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paid searching for known facts, where.the'question.is
defined before the search begins.
r.

a service for information analysis, where the user pays
someone both to find and to analyze the information
'
available.

4

J

,
The distinctibn here is that ;p "searching" the quest±on,is
pre-defined. Definition may be a lengthy process, but any.change in'the
'question once'agreed upon is considered As a new search.
It is also only
'a search for facts, or referenced, not the evaluation of facts. As a
corollary of thliZa commercial service' which does such searching may
state .that any searcher on the staff, with proper training, can wept
an incoming question and come up with the same answer. The customer for
a searc may get all the original literatureand'references, or he may
make selections' from a search report (bibliography) and-request specific
items. -The customer does his own evaluating, either way, or arranges to
have it done as a separate step afte the search is completed.

"Information ankysis" introduces a new set of interactions that
go beyond searching: the user,continuously Tedefines the question by
analyzing the.information being obtained. "What is...?" can be a simple
or complicated search; "What-if..." is quite different, andtequires a
different level of personal or staff ability and experience. This may
involve conferring with the customer, or the user may do all the analysis
and supplyAonly a digested product. The same information-servides, 'even
the most-sophisticated Ones, may be used either for searching or foT-Infor-,
mspion analysis: the difference liga-ln,the. user, and how the information
tilocils and services are applied at this specific time.
In any case, the
information analyst is applying a higher'level of skilIathin.in'searching
alone, because the analyst must understand the technicallinguage of the
literature and the customer's needs, as, well as the inner workings of the
searching procedures used.
5.

411

They value system which the user applies can be viewed.as.a set\
of interactions which determine what- group of factors he considers most
important in his selection of services: Principal parameters in the
decision process are the selection factors preferred, the type and function
of use, and the type of services.

Selection-Factor Dimension@

A dimensional approaChto this complex system:is recommended.
There are a large number of discriminant factors which can be considered'
. significant in the selection ptocess. As a kirat step in this development
these can all be categorized in Areedimensions, as quantifiable,
qualitative -6r judgmental. This type of diiensional analysis is based
on previous studies of multivariant systems fot the evaluation of projects
in research (see Appendix A). The idea is to group variabled which are so
linked that they tend to move together in Any-change or comparison.
The list in Table 1 suggests that cost, time, physical facilities and
,personnel can be considered as one such grOup,,in the dimension of
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-Table 1

'Dimensions in Seledtion Factors

4
I

(Aside from Area of Coverage)

agot
Quantifiable

Direct
T Indirect

Comitir

(numeric)

..4

Cost/efficiency,
Cost/benefits

i4.&

Complereness

Fields; numbers,

Time

Entry into text or
index
-Retrieval speed
Timeliness

Format

Appearance
Uniformity
Convenient access

Flexibility'

Depth can be varied

4

Qualitative

.-

(ranking)

3

Responsiveness

Change priorities,
'Accept suggestions

Feedback

'TO/from user

Feelfilg aspects

Management Judgment
-

Reputation

(yesino)

ft

s

"I like it"
Public relations
-1

"Our way of doing things"
Past recommendations

Viability

Will. it work?
Will, it last?

Consistency

Dependable bias

L
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quantifisble factors. That ist say, any circumstance which has a majoi,
effect on, cost, time, facilities,-or staff requirements is likely to have
some effect on other variables in the'same group.

The backgrOUnd of Table 1 is explainedin Appendix B. Initial,
interviews with,a few major Jars of information services developed a list'
oT discriminant factors which they consider as.practical criteria in selecting between servicei.preferred." Examination of these lists showed that'thy,
factors tabulated were all'quantifiable, but there wasolways a column of
comments which were not.' Entries by differs
users fop specific services
showed quite good agreement for the quantifia le.factors, but not in the.
comments. These were different for each user,.or ifer the same user for
different uses. Mostof the comments refer to a*Setond dimension which is
well mebognized,s the whole gamut of qualitative factors that 'cannot be
measured exactly, but which can be handled by the, technique of subjective
4.\\ ranking.
The exact names given to different factors or relationships in
this group are harder tb handle than the fact that so many of the' ten to
be interrelated, and to move together when any of theneis significantly'
changed. ,Differences'and relationships between quantitative and qualitative
factors are frequently recognized in the design and optimization of information systems. One such statement is that if you can completely structure
the input to the system (the definition ,of user needs), then you Jan structure
the output (what type of service or report will meet these needs) and the
qualitative aspect tends to vanish as a variable (see Appendix B).
Stated
differently., if you can give the customer a prOduct he likes and wants to
use, he doesn't care too much about other aspects -of quality.
.
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The decision process is not based just on facts and personal
4,
preferences, however. uThere is an elUsive element of judgment of "common
sense" which is' notAither qbantititive or qualitative. .Eloquent testimony
on this can be 00Aa by many a development engineer who is baffled when
:managehent has turned down a pet project that looked good on paper. Management judgment tends tole a yes /no answer. This judgmental dimension is hard
to argue with; it is based On neither numerical facts nor subjective rankings
'alone,,but on a blend of these with intuition, based'on experience. The
eValuation of reputation,.suitability.or future prospects often involves a
major,contribution from the Audgment of other managers% It.is hardgr to
define and is less Often discussed in the_llptA0ture on information systems
&lin either cost or cost/efficiencies/benefits, bUi perhaps this is only
because it is so often deferred to others and then taken for grafted (see
Appendix B).
..-

Quantilbtive and qualitative'variabXes caabe characterized as
ratio' 1 and subjec
e.
Afte*b"sultation.!wlith behaVioral analysts; the' -'
%
e sion of busines
dgmerwairrecognized its correspondingly "intuitive."
The dimensional approac
n this basis has tbe aArantage that the'categoitel
named ate complementary,-not opposites; it is. there
less likely.t0 leave
holes in the Matrix of values and interactions.
)
. ..

.

.

.
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;

the list of selectiOn factors in Table 1 is by no means allinclusive.
It carefully avoids some"obvious words such as "reliability, "'
whiCh,could be put several places bUt.with quite different meanings. Mila
distminating factors (such 4.8 completeness or accuradyYmOve effect in
seve al dimensiws. As these effects were examined more'ctitically during
the Study, it appeared that the special meanings-or implication attached
r

.

ir

.

,
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to key words (such
of the distinction
is,that dimensions
of the exact'names
characterize parts

as timeliness or intended use) are a characteristic part
between different groups of users. The starting'point
in the selection process can be recognized, regardless
associated with them, and that they can be used to
of the selection process.

JI

The literathre on tie evaluation of information is biased, at
this point. Part of the probletris setantic. As.a point of departure,
each author tends to invent someliew word or attach a limited special
meaning to an old one.
Such articles are often contradictory, reflectihg
strong indiVidual points of view. Much of this literature is written by
the purveyors'of information services who emphasize their concern with
matters of cost, or.by system managets'concerned with the lalue of time.
These groups agree with each Other on the importance,of cost, however,
although other users4may not. There is a basic reason for this: both are
in a sensmotendots who must sell their time and services to someone else
to stay in business.
This inforMation-:evaluation literature' seems to have started with
heavy emphasis on factors of cost (1), changing gradually over the yeafs
to include cost/effectivenegs and cost /benefit., actore (2-7, 8). These
are progressively more'diffichlt to quantify, because they involve subjective'
elementi (9). Many authors have recognized and bemoaned the problems of
eValuati
complex variables-eontaining both objective and subjeCtive elements
which cannot be exact y measured (10). -The total number of factors recognii=
able in:the'selectiOn bttween services can be expanded almost at will a
Many
recent ch9cklist recognizes 144 of them, under 7 different headings.
recthese are closely linked, however, and they .are not stated as 4ndependent
variables ,(11,, 12).
Judgethtaf statements tend to be kept omit, of the open
libarsture or to be phrased vaguely, in general terms, regardtesp of,,how
tiimportant they maybe in the decision process 110).
.

Th
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-User Populations

Identifiable groups of users are found to differ sharply in the
value systems they apply, in deciding what services to select for a given
hoe.
The grouping of selection fectOrs into dimensions tends to be confirmed by parallel differences in their appeal td different user populations.
,Thisstudy started with selected heavy users of scientific and-technical
information and services foi access to it. Those interviewed included
scientists, engineers, patent attorneys, information searcheri and analysts,
planning staff and managers. Thee l user populations can be,conveniently
grouped into three categories,'as suggested in Table 2, on thee basis of
whether the information they most frequently want to have "handeftn" for
their own use is original documents, selected references (by title or
abstract), or evaluated overviews. .The identifying characteristic proposed
to distinguish broadly betweeh thed is their function in the'use of
information:
for R/D, for information operations, or for planning.

2
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Table 2

User Population Characterist

User ftpulations

Typical Preference for
"Hands-On" Access

/I
Special Concerns

Research Function
Scientist

all pertinent origitals

redsOns (pr difference4

EngAneer,

representative origlrials

data, design details

Patent Attorney

highly selected originals

exact wording

Information Operations
Searcher

references requested

Information Analyst

selected as relevant

optimized during search

Planning staff

all viewpoints

evaluative -- methods

Manager (planning)

overview of field

reliability of .elements

\coverage pre-defined

Planning Function

el

.r

,

a

2.9

co

.
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Users concern
primarily with the research function include
scientists, engineers, and attorneyS. These are professional men whose
information need is for originaLdocunents, althpugh for quite different
reasons. The scientist frequently wants to study and compere different
sets of original data, or the'methods.by which they were obtained.
engineer us lly wants a single set of reliable data, not all the da
that
are. The attorney drafting 4 patent spOicatioatarli new
agreement needs the comptete and exact wording of selected originals,
but is. less concerned about data.

.

Differences between engineers and scientists in their usage of
information services were noted'in initial interviews, and confirmed in
discussions with a number of information managers and librarilns. Statistical
datailnapport of these results were then obtained in the preliminary
resu
tom an internal survey bje questionnaire (see Appendix C).
The
typical engineer tends-to rely first on information from handbooks or from
colleagues, and partidnlarlY from company reports and correspondence.
When he asks for a literatuie s4rch, he is Usually satisfied with seeing
whatever selected references are readily. available., The same tendencies
appear in both engineering technology and in engineerins design. These
observations arefully in line' with previous studies in the.literature (13).
The research scientist also wants his references as quickly as he can get
them, but he is often Willing to wait for days or even weeks to get'the
last article on his selected list. There was a,Unanimous agreement among
A engineering librarians that this distinction between the,lypical scientist
and the engineer is real.
1

In information operations, the user-concerned may' -be a paid
searcher or analyst, or the manager ofe'system providing.such services.
It is worthrepeating that thi study is seeking the viewpoint of the
user of seryices rather thanehe producer or vendor, even though this may
be another funition of the same individual. The searcher (the individual
Who is acting as a searcher and not as a sAentist'or as a manager) is
frequently satisfied to stop his search with an abstract that identifies
useful source documents; he may dot require their'physical production, but
leaves this choice to the customer. This difference between the viewpoints
of the searcher and the research worker has a significant corollary in the
value of access to the original. The searcher is satisfied that he has
added a valid reference to his re
but the selected reference which
cannot be found after conceited e
its has a negative value to the customer
for wasted timeand effort% The abstracting or indexing service whose
"customer feedback" comes mostly from'searchers will not,get this reaction .0
as'strongly from them as it,Would from the chemist or other customers
(see Appendix C).
,
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'lanning iWa function of managemeft hick is often delegated
in varyin: degrees to others. Outlines ofripol y for the selection of
targets
y,be prepared by a special planning s aff, or by other levels of
The planning function involVes spe lel sources of information;
personna .
often u Written, for such matters.asorganizat on policy or future prosThese include questions entirely diff eut ttomeither the
,Pects.
ualities of performance, '
'quant ies ofcosts/budgets-or the subjective
king personal experience
relat ng closely to judgment and experience.
with the Services to be selected, the,manager Interviewed saitha they
Wou d rely on other sources of judgment. .The suggested reasoning by
nager they can trust, or the
an ogy, considering.the opinion of,another
re utation of the producer as an individual o as an organization.
ganization" in.the,generic sense includes any enterprise such as s library, L
the processing of scientific
iversity, agency,or corporation involved
nd techntcal information.
.

1

.

,

.

.

......,

Planning isconcerned with the sel ction of targets forcfuture work.
more interested at the moment
The planner is typ4Caily pressed for time, a
details or exactly where- to
in'an overview- or digest of information than
t ideas, available viewpoints,
find them.
He wantijamediate access to rele
His
problem
is quite analogous,
and suggestions on how'toevaluate them.
to the hunter selecting whlpepweapons to take to hunt for squirrel, or
He has'
partridge-or deer, and sel iing a strategy'to suit the target.
vital
choices
such
as.to
what
to
do
if
he
comes
across
a
* seconds
y
hve
duffing
the
day
is
bear, and .tha mostf important actual choice he
bhetherito quit laCking for deer that aren't there and pick raspberries.
.."
*
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MATRIX QF VALUE INTPACTIONS.
4

.

.

e

r

r

The Matrix diagr m presented in the Summary involves a.comple*
systet of variablts,-int actions, and changing values which different'
users apRly in thdi selection
setvices.-. The matrixOproith-hetps
to indicate' that eartain,patterns,Ind linkages pi`the user'S choice are ,j
piedictable.. The push /pull effetArof telated,ffotors within,a given
dimension has been discussed:' pail either loersonnel'or facilities and you
affect time or,costs;:push either reputatioor-suitability and you affect
future prospects. The,Matrix rows stedept'the,majer: variables or elements
ilefined,above: dimensions in selection factoti, user populations, -and
types
of service. Matrix columns reprfsenf how these variables
are defined, how -'
they greperc4ivtd by the user, aha how they intetact. Uher/function ihteractions appear in the different ptlorities in value assigned to selection
factors in each dimension;'"uievintetattions with the event or environment
of uses appedi as concerns, of the user, management, nd the specific project.
°

.

-:' The Mat-1°1x also helps to emphasize that- the concepts involved are
all considered asirelatiye, hot .absolute, as preferences in a dynamic situs- Ar
tion. The develoiment of the matrix:is outlined in Appendix R:
interviews,

*initial anaiysis"preliminary conclusions modified, tested and redefined
among different deers and managers, so as to be acceptable to each. Preliminatixesults specific to scientists and engineers Were augmented and
confirmed'by a.user-survey and questionnaire, whose development and analysisare outlined-in Appendix C.

,

ti

,
ellt

Priorities in Selection Values
A simplistic statement can be made for any user who Iftpdia thoice:

.

he wants the best service that he canAfford for his use. Dif erences
arise when the individual as user is forced'to consider what friction he
iSteerving at the time, and what selection factors he considers most important
for that specific use.' The searcher and the scientist differ, and neither
of them gives first value,to the factors of cost that seem so important in
the liteiature. Value preferences expressed in interviews with different
user populations suggested the following apparent relationships, which ate
summarized by function in Table 3:

4,1
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Table 3

Value Priorities According to Function of Use

*Dimensions
of Selection Factors

Apparent Priorities
in Order of ImportaCce

Quantif iable, Numeric
(Cost, Time,' Facilities)

1 - for information operati
2 - for planning function
3 .1-for,research function

Qualitative, Ranking
(Subjective, Convenience)

1 - for research function
2 - fosoperating function
3 - for 'Tanning function

,Judgmental, Yes/No
(Intuitive, Experiential)

,

-

..

1 - for planning, management
2 - for research function
3 - for information operations

The scientist/engineer chooses first of all the strvige
he finds' most convenient to use. He accepts the judgment
.of a manager as to whi't systems to consider, but he pays
relatively little attention to quantitative comparisons
of costs or facilities as long as the systems available
give him the answers he needs.
The planning staff or manager makes a first choice on
whether the service in question is reliable, likely
to 'stay in business, or "suits our way of doing things."
The planner tends to consider budgets on the quantifiable
'factors overall, and may ificlude qualitative facfori
only after he has ruled out services that he finds
unreliable or too extensive.

- There is a considerable body of literature on operation 's which
_implies that all other values can and should be linked to cost,
time, and the quantifiable factors a service manager or vendor,
must control to keep his customers.
Qualitative factors may
be recognized in cost/benefit studies, but somewhat grudgingly
,because they cannot be accurately measured. Judgment as a
separate dimension is well recognized in discuisions on business
management, but not so clearly in the literature on infd
tion
services.

r
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It must beemphasized thdt all of these' factors Nare recognized by
all the user grOups, but in an entirely distleyent order. The cost of .an
inform*Pon services for.examples appears to be less significant to ale
research scientist -than convenience or reputation: .this is notto say that
costs can.be'ignored; but only tht the scientjiat Is more likely than the.
vendor to put other factors first.
.
,
,

The order of priority is clearest for each function to Whatohoice-comes first, and secondary choices may, vary. The information analyst, for
exanple, carries out an operating function in searching and a research
function in evaluating the Information found.
The patent, attorney is
assiduous both in searching and in planning, not necessarily at the same
time.
Earlier dtaftsfofTable 3,named user groups for each function and
ran into difficulty in where to pl Fe the'title "manager". It seemed first
to belong with "planner," but on urther thought it could belong just'as
easily with the searcher, or, tie manager of research" This forced the
realization that the manager views things differently when he-'is concerned
with the function of research, or information operations, or planning.
Furthermore, from this viewpoint, the priorities of the manager and the user/
worker are much the same, for a given function of information services. It
is the function, not just being a managpr, which appears in Table 3 as the
identifying variable.
.

I

.

Environment of the Use-Event
,

.

The environment of use is part of the dynamic Matrix: Personal
impacts, management concerns, and the nature and maturity of the. information
project interactoconstantly with the user in his selection of services. In
general these interactions enter into the Matrix as parameters or operating
principles, which may help explain to the user why his priorities in
selection are what they_are.. Appendix,A includes a background discussion
on the overall impact of rapid 'changes in technology'.
Subheadings which
illustrate these effects are listed in Tible, which presents a matrix
expansion index.
This shows the relationsh
between the summary table and
additional details presented in the text Tab es 1 to 6, for various parts

,

s

.

3

of the "Matrix of values and interactions.
;

)

.

Personal impacts of' the working environment on the user include
limitat ons and positive effects, both direct and indirect.
Freedom of
choi
between services. may be sharply affected by limited authority for
co
pprovals, if it enters into a restricted area within which approval,
by someone else is required.%

- Within the user's limits of approval, the 'free vs. fee" argument constitutes a hazard when it imposes a forced cost
decision on users whose value system wouldialways place convenience or quality first.
Their skills in the budget/cost
area may be so poor that a forced choice is arbitraryor
capricious, ignoringcost/benefit trade-offs that they would
normally defer to someone else.

a
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The restricted area wher.a second approval is required
tends to repress'rather than encourage the use of "fee"
services -- all such service, not only those which are
most expensive,

J

tJ

,-

An alternative which does not discourage use of the
proper information services is to define some area,
starting with free access to the library, within which
the professional participant or employee caneelect
which service to use. HaCh operating system draws
its own lines between services that are free, nr easy
to request, and, those .that are charged to a-group or
to a specific project.

4

'Another personal concern is whether the nformatio worker has
himielf the skills and facilities for direct use of the information he
supplied.
This does not mean that hemls going to use the ,information,
Personal
.
and it is not the same thing. as knowing how to use the service.
experience and capabilities have a direct influence on the ease with which
the worker can.find and select informatiOn he understands (14). This applies
particularly to'.the user/worker who is doing a-search or information analysis
for someone elSe. Two questions'of this type ate related:'
-

Does 'the searcher or analyst know how the information will
be used?

-

Does he know what specific information would-be most
useful if it'could be found?

These skills caneither enhance or liait the value of the information selected.
Such
They need not be actually used, if they-are familiar and understood,
information can be processed very quickly and fedback into the system, to
define a desirable new search or .e new ipproachin analysis. Facilities
,for testingdo not necessarily mean laboratory equipment or field,units:
many types of information can be tested out in other ways, say.by.computer
modelling or by discupsion.
Personal interactions include the user's evaluation of the aspects,.
of information handling in which he feels that..he is using nAs own highest
in such an area the user tends to choose the
This has'two effects:
skills.
he may
services of a specific individual, whom he feels he can trust,
part
want to reject any such help as Undesirable interference and
.:''reject
of the work himself. The aggressively individual /research=
&any analysis of original'references by someone else in his areas of special
°interest. He prefers to find for himself any research leads or holes in
the data. The planting manager may consider one of his essential tasks as
browsing.in selected sources to find potentially useful information from
For any user, the impact of paying someane else
.results in another field.
to think for you in information analysis may.mean that you want t9 know
exactly who is doing the work, and. to be notified at least if the individual
This personal impact varies
analystais changed part way through'the search
with the type of service, as indicated in the Ma
it is higho for.inearmation analysis, and low for routine access, tools.
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Table 4

Matrix'Expansions
8.

(see Matrix, Summary page 14.

Variables

Interactions
.

Selection Factor Dimensions
(see Table 1; B-2)

.

Users' Priorities
(Table 3)
.

User Population&

User Functions
(see Table 6)

(see Table 2)
).t

.

Environment of Use

I,

Types of Service
(see Definitions)

.(Table 4,5)

-

'w

Interactions with Environment of Use:
c;

Personal Concerns of the User-worker

'

approval authority limitations, repressive effects
forced cost decisions; areas of free choice
experience on how t
what would be iqp

information will be used
eful; immediate fetd-back

4 P.

areas perceiyed as own highest skills
reJect help or choose the person'; broOsing; analysis
new techniques as a'status symbol; economics
expanddlotiliiation if cost-justified; operations vs. research
vulnerability to negative data, or wrong information
research can benefit; planning less strict_at to source.

Management Concerns
partly matters of individual style; as mach as company policy
total time allowed for infarMatidirvs. other work
either individuality or team effort can be overdone
is innovation desirable or only a threat to present lines
any premium allowed for quality of information, or special areas
debits for alternatives: quick answer, best answer, no answer
Project Maturity

t._

how essential is it to get how much information

e

types of search:
for background, project definition,' RID, patenting
evaluation of government agency requirements, publications, proposals
depth of search:

breadth, detai , when to stop.

3.6

.

I

The interest4d user finds a,certain satisfaction in knowing and
using the newest and most sophisticated technique's, and is likely oto invent
reasons for using them as part of the learning process. This is valid if
the puichase or availability of the-service selected has been justified on
other grounds, not just as a pretty new toy. The experience of firms whiahoVerbought'on computers is very much in point.
This hazard may be reduced
1. trying the basic-cost justification for special facilities to actual
extent of use, and Allowing only incremental value to mpg funbtions that
are expensive but seldom used.
The time and costs which differerm managers are-willing to allot
,to special new service .features may differ .radically as a function of, use.
The vendor - manager wants to find new features that he can add to his service
as selling points, at minimum production cost; to make his product sound
unique to potential customers. The manageptf research or production will

not resist if this'meetaan unfilled needrsuch as a'fail -safe system for
parent problems. He does not want to keep Paying for a spedlal feature if
it is rarely used, and he will guard carefully against wasting budget-dollars
or the time of his people to receive or process information- that they don't
need.
The operating manager of the information system is.in between: he.
seeks to maximize or to find multiple.uses for new features in the systems
that he has bought, since they increase the overall range and flexibility
of his operations.
Completeness and'accuracy may be taken for granted in a service
where performanceistandards are maintained. This is not always true and
where it is not, these parameters quickly become vital. Vulnerability to
poor liformation or negative data from the literature varies with the user
And the specific use.
It is high for any quick answer, which is taken at
'face value.
Wrong data can be a significant factor in the reputation of a
service, downgrading judgments on reliability for future purchases. This.
is'nqt the same thing as negative data, or even 'unreliable results which
are Properly reported. The research planner may derive definite adVantages
from detecting a result which seems out of line compare4 to some.observablc
trend or average, and in exploring thg reasons for this discrepancy.
Uncertainty or-negative data can be an important part of the total picture.
This can be a nuisance in *searching and even more so in plahning, unless the
uncertainty itself is important enough to become a target for study:

A definite lack of concern for the scientific quality of information applies to certain operdtions of the planning staff. The planning
manager, seeking a quick overview of the information available in a field,
new to him, wants the widest variety of points of view which can be applied
in evaluating the situation.' He is not overly concerned with whether a new
viewpoint comes from a Nobel Laureate or a tablqid editorial, since he is
trying to look at. things from all angles. The tabloid bias may be just as
important to him, or even tore so, if he wants to examine where this bias
came from and what if anyfing can be done abort it.
.19
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Management concerna.are a major element in determining the
environment of use.
Each manager makes a basic choice as to the importwice
which he attaches to'scientificftechnical information %a a whole, fiom
any source, compared togoing out in the shop or the field to get new data.
Choices in this area may be a matter of indivA4ual etyle, as much as
company policy:. a popular average value is from lo-aoz, of total professional
time allowed to acquire and process relevant information. This may vary
from zero.to 50% or more at times, but the manager who values the infbrmation approach will allow extra time for such work, where the manager Who is
unsympathetic may not. Most of the information scientists inter*iewed'in
this study agree that the, basic time allowance whiCh the manager sets for
the people under his direction is changed very little by the success of a
new technique. A few are more optimistic, but there is'a strong'Consensus
that the time devoted to more effective information'servides is essentially
subtracted from less effective sources of'information; total time allowed.
will remain the same.
The choice between,indiVidual research vs. team efforti is a
matter of company policy, as yell as the managers involved. Information
analysis tends to flourish in a team environment, and it may be less
appreciated where individuality is strongly emphasized or completely denied.
The emphasis-on individuality can be overdone either way, with complete
isolationbetween workers or none allowed, and the interaction of selection
'factors in this area merits.further study.
,

11

The importance/Of innovations also depends on Whetherimanagement
.does or dogs not want anything new. A newdevelppmeil't may be a threat 'to
business, of direct interest in a competitive situation. Or it may be
a threat to established practice in some specific aspect of the business
where a change is deemed inadvisable foi any reason. In.either of these'
cases, the information desired may place heavy emphasis on finding reasons
why the, new development will not work as described. The normal assuFption'
is that innovations are desired, but that such information,16-mostly for
current awareness and much 'less often for specific action.

.

The question'of whether there isdpr is not a premium on. the
quality of information supplied for aiiven request' depends partly on the
specific project; but it ofttn invdives matters of company policy as well
as the manager's style. Whole areas of casual' interest 'may be dffined in
which only superficial information is desired, with'no premium for details,
and other areas where specific details are of interest but no action is
planned barring some.major surprise.
These serve as exclusion paraketers,
to narrow the area
which it paysto even consider coverage in depth.
Management policy as to the extent of concern in a whole related'area enters
intothe decision as to the depthof search:
is the area worth while, 111.,
regardless of the specific project? 'Alternatives may be compared in timing
of the risks involved in accepting a quick answer, or no answer, rather than
looking for a best answer to the question involved.

A
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The time constraints which' apply to any search for information
include several different variables.' Times for performance which are,of
interest for research or for operationslay include the time for soonest
notice under favorable conditions, and some measure of the risk of late
notice when things Creak wrong. Both are vital for patent problems, or
for competitive developments of special interest. They are measured only
approximately4ly the average time for perfotinance, which the vendor of
services would like to use as his yardstick`: All of these refer to the
time it takes for the service to process information from the. current
literature into its finished product.
In an abstracting or indexing
service, this processing time must include whatever indexes or other
means of access are normally supplied and required fot effective-use in ;
retrievaL'as well as for current awareness.
1V,,2

The time constfaint for management includes time to let the
information "soak," to rebalance the rational and subjective and judgmental inputs in reaching a final decision.
Similar parameters of time
apply to the problem of ti& retrieval and use of originals which are
difficult to find, as noted above, for users who require the original
to meet their needs.
The extent to which these requirements are met
enters into tee reputation of a service for future purchases.

-6

The tolerance allowed for extra time to reprocess information
;
as received before it can be used is another- variable. The concern for
such extra time can be a majoz,threat, when there was a need or expectation for direct use.
The supply of more information, even if it is better
information, only makes theproblep-worse,if it still-has to be digested
and theta is no time available:
%
.

X -

The question of timeliness has quite different meanings to
different managers and users: appropriateness.for unscheduled need,
dependability according to schedule, or immediate response to urgent
repast. These can be-linked directly to the function of ude (for
-eisearch, operations, or planning).
Similar conflicts in meanings and
implication are found for many parameters in the'selection.process.
This is discussed further below (see Table 6)..
The maturity of the specific pi6ject interacts with both the user
and with.management concerns in deciding what type of search is desired.
It enters directly into such 'questions as,to how essential it is to get how
much'information; and when. Breadth of coverage,idetail,'and when to stop
are ,ftteractive decisions which apply'at all stages of utgency and justifiable expense.
.Types of search which may be required at -different times are
summarized in Table 5. The arrangement is essentially chronological,and
in increasing order oeurgency. This table was derived from variables
identified in differept"types of patent searching and generalized for
other areas that are now equally important. patent searching is one of
the earliest areas where diffesellets in procedure were Systematically'
developed for different tripes of information need.
e
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Table 5

.:

0

Types of Search at DifOtrent.Stages
1

Tyj of Ssearch

Project Stage

State of the Art

pro3ect planning,
background

for research,' patents,
marketing, or Manufacture'
4

Novelty

Characteristic Concerns

specific data,
positive or negativ

i

/

btoad view, moderate depth;
what has been done and how

4,
,

ing research, paCents,

r

what lioittoand doesn't; methods,
What will appeal to the'public

manufflo

*

CAtracts.

define limitations,
ranges, alternatives

40'
Liability

for negotiations,
'infringement study

,

civil limits, caveats,
goverriment regulations

the above
(FDA, EPA, etc.)
.0

v.,

what will other managers pay for

evaluations: differees,
best techndlOgy; ultimate effects

n

I

i

4
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broad state-of-the-art review before prdjtct planning may be
background for'research, patent planning, marketing, or
manufactTiring., The novelty search is more specific:
it is nee4ed &ice
a project has been defined, to determine what direction-is best Tor the
new development. This also applies to the'comPlete spectrum of use, for
research strategy, patent drafting, market develppment,'or methods of
manufacture.. While contract negotiations often center onpatent infringement, they may be generalized to define and clarify those aspects of new
development that 'someone is wililling"to pay for. The overriding question
of liability has been broadened far beyond the caveats of business law'
46eeause-of'the' governMeneregularions issued by a large and growing list
,of Agencies. The Food and Drug Administration and the Environmental
Protection Agency are typical. This effect is discussed further in Appendix
B. ,The very large' requirements whidh these agencies set for complete
sevaluatiori; best available technology, and environmental impact statements
represent a significant part of the present total demand fo special inttrmationOsergices.
requeste

.

A major information sears may include any oaps 1 of the functions
of research; 'operations, and planning, to_provide backgrou d for r
poject'
definitions, evaluation, patenting, publication, or proposa
to management.
Any df,theas types of search can be broad or narrow, simple o complex,
short or:long: 'Deptti of search and the decision when to stop are parts
of a dynamic process. In general, /cm stop when you get a good answer.
In reference calls, to retrieve a spilific document or'a known fact, the
answer is obvious. The.less-defined*your needs, the more expensive is
the service. In a patent novelty search the right answer may be juit'as
obvious, but either simple or.fuk more difficult to obtain. Breadth of
search andthe number of species services employed can be expanded
indefinitely'in many such cases, depending'on the skill of the searcher
and the importance of the subject. The custver (attorney) in such a
patent search may do all of the analysis of ieferences supplied and make
all the, decisions for search, or hemay employ the services of an informs'

.

_

,
.
,

t-

!tion analyst who can conduct and modi'the search more or 2.eajW completely
on his own. The more 'tpmplessithe search the more continuous lb the-interaction required, whatever txpe of use or service is irivolfed, and the more
'important it is for the service to be able to accomodatellnd if possible
anticipate these changes in'depth and diz4ction.
Conflict in Meanings of Key'Words
,

The semantic confusion of'conf4cting connotations for the same'
.key iiorde can be eduCed by associating sets of meanings with each
of the
funCtions ddentified.. This is an end product of'working
out definitions
which are acceptable to people who,dissgree. Conversely, these different
sets of connotations help to characterize the functions with which they
are linked. This is illustrated`fOr eightd;parameters
of 'slue to the user"
.41Table 6, Which appears in thaSummary (page.xvi)
with accompanying text.
G

*AZ
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CASE HISTAIIES IN SELECTION FACTORS-,

The examihation'of variables in the selection process and linkages
between them startedmith theaearch for identifiable user populations aria
dimensions in 444evaluation, as discussed above and in Appendix B.
'Surveys and interviews developed as empirical concepts t e interaction
effects of user priorities-and the environment'of use, 1
eel' tO the function
for which the service is desired. Actual chse'histories noted during
development illustrate typical, situations where a,numbe of variables are
involved, all at the same time.
Asa matter of policy n this report, ,
locations and examples are not,specificilly identified
. Initial Pur chase of an:Expensive Service

41

The first example referred to an expensihe index g service which'
had been examined on a trial basis at a central library but left untduched
on the shelves and returned to the vendOr., It was unfamilia to potential
users, and required training to be useful to them.. While the Initial'
reaction was negative, "trade information" over ensuing years indicated
unique potential advantages and satisfactory expertinct elsewhere. Orr
a subsequent visieto the vendor an'Ampvoved indexing system was offered,
based on'additional years. of.experierke, but requiring a substadtial initial
purchase cost. By_happy coincidence, upon returdins,from this trip, the
managei,concerned was informed by AccountidutHatfia%hnanticipated balance
of $X,000.was left in a capital`` reserve accotlt. and the'new service was
purchased at once.
Six weeks later Accounting-called aghin to say they had
made a mistake., but by that time the new service Wasuitlippady in use, with
enough' experience to easily justify. its cFlred:cost.
Analysis of this story reveals beveral.faceors: first, the
t
"energy barrier" to the initial purchase-As hpparently,too high. 'AlOhg
a different line, this and ,similar experiences in the'evaluatico.of research
innovations suggest that a successfulcelcperiment is fieggently 'accompanied
by what appear to be lucky breaks but are in fact a beta* for serendipity
or management hunches, based on ,experiefiC.
The exact converse of this is
that in experiments which turn, out to gilve negative ,answers, or: failures,
there appear to be many unexpected stemlins or quirks whic there was no
logical reason tb anticipate. The,g4quencyot such events uggested that
intuition or the manager's hunch 'is in fact an_gsiintial dime ion to con-,'
.

sider in the decistli-retaking procesi,

second ease histor !ideal:fie/was somewhat a
ogous.
In this
case a majorservice'offere e
verat Actions had been purchased (irk
part) by anlitffiliate library, based on information in sales brochures.
It had piled up unused on Chl shelves because of the considerable cleriCal.
required to set it up and get started,And.to heterfile.additional'
sections as received tp keep it current.- A major search lequele-was
received-at the res
center which coulljustify the time to convert
this file to usable :76m, and it was boxe up and shipped off promptlSt
the affiliate which was glad to clear itf shelves. The resu
gain was

.43
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a
'a complete success, and led to expanded usefulness based on further
experi6nce. These cases confirm as,major variables in the selection,
process, the personnel time required for maintenance and training, as
well, as initial and continuing service 'Costs.
Selections for the "Approved.List".
Thelnormal everyday problem confronting the user is which infornation service to pick from a ,,leist of those already available, not the
k
purchase of a new service. The approved list ofservices he finds at hand

is based on decisions made at another time and places friquently once a
year. While this previous decision is based on contributions from all
users of the service, the, individnig may be quite willing to defer it
entirely to someone else.
0

.

Almost any user"of informlon services has access to the
of some manager whose exstexieride he can,aonsult, for daily use as we 1 as
for additions to '-the approved list. This is frequently the manager of an
information center or the manager of an information service. Both of,these
arelvendoripoLa product which they must sell to stay in'business.
They
share a common interest in prices, production costs, and quality standards
which can be set as specific targets.
Quality standards cover a very wide
range:' managers-interviewed report-that many services have no standards at
all, except tot get the information out. Some Of, the simplest quality
standards are -the requirement that every item of information supplied must
come from a known source,' or the ability'to train staff so that the same
*question can be given to-different searchers and come up with the same
.product.

a

.

Cost comparison between cptpeting.services is an area of decisions
most frequently deferred by the worker to someone else,.in'adMinistration or
management.
It is a common observation that the scientist or professor or
supervisor whip decides to Use a service on hand is actively annoyed,by,
being asked ti) think about costs, and if the requitement is enforced he
identifies it With discouragement.
The adminiitrator Who makes these decisions finds that simple cost'
comparisons for budgets and adcounting are tempered to allow for differences
in the service offered.-The asolmVtion is that market ,forces keep directly
competing services close to oda other in price, and that the service which
costs morehas something more to-offer
if this feature is one youwant to
buy.
To the extent that this is true, cost becomes'a secondary factor.in.
the selection between services, as long as they.are withifi the same general
range.
This may be entirely contrary to the trade literature published by
the vendors, who are highly copt conscious and anxious to ulethispoint
as a selling too
i

On thi
axis, there would be only three sighificant,ranges of
cost:
on the market, too cheap, and too expensive. Differences within
each range might be considered as relatively unimportant, altholagh.varying
over as much as one order of magnitude inclading 416 average. Prices far

Ikv
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below the average are suspect, because they suggest dangers to privacy or
some defect in the service offered. Adjdatmenes are necessary for the
number of customers, varying from a seryice which is- 4eap bvauseof cost
sharing to a service which is proprietary and'exPensive because any distribution to other customers is rigidly eccluded. Prices within perhaps
50% of the average are assumed to correspond to desirable extra features
of allowable omissions, and may not be questioned seriously as long as the
user has made up his mind as to what he wants. Prices above this range
bringin new questioRs of,their effect ion total budgets, of available
alternatives, and of the probability of use sufficient to justify speCial
purchase.
.

,

A

An example df this factot of cost by range is the decision of a
central library to cancel its standing order foi continuing index volumes
in a series such as Beilstein, which are recognized as valuable tools for
access to, information. The problem is that Beilstein in Supplement IV has
now reached the range of $400-500 per volume.
Five such volumes appearing
at unscheduled intervals in ondlyear can ruin the book budget in even a
fairly large library. Prices so far above the average force the careful
consideration of alternative sources and' procedures, no matter how useful

6
.

the item.

The questionof'probable extent of use interacts-with c tssamewhat differently in different ranges. -For average costs, eve within
budget, many libriries insist that a single user must make the purchase,
recommended with his own funds, unless he can demonstrate that the service
will enjoy multiple use-by others as well.
This requirement is most likely
to be waived-for requests of low oraverage costs, in a new field of
interebt, where there is a presutption that others will become users after
the new seryice is made.available. Predictions of probable use and
acceptance become.more useful with increasing skill and experience.
Special Topic Bulletins

Theopening of any new field of scientific and technical information
is likely to be greeted by one or more new newsldtters or special. bulletin
services, as soon as it can be expanded into a recognizable market. These
bulletins may be aimed primarily at the planning function for 1 small user
who does net have his owl information service. This-may be an individual
in even a large corporation, however, ina new field where.interest is
limited, or where the user does'not knoy'how to ask for information. ,Since
these services are expensive-and ten4'to Become full of trivia, special
quality factors can be developed for their selection including such criteria
as the following
qualitative
-

items come from primary sources, not just old material
- Iihformationkscumulates, access routes supplied
tied to known sources, improve access to other material
suitable for browsing, organized by related ideas,
- honest claims as stated, for breadth and depth
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judgmental
- replitation of publisher, probably a quality product
$
-. importance to major company interests

quantitative
-4-

priced within the current market range.
number of readers, sufficient to justify central purchase

As-a "selective reminder" of felevent information for planning
use, these services are in competition with S.D.I., the trade literature,
And review articlesin the stan
d journals. The one characteristic in
which there was the strongest alOtement in planning staff interviews is
that a special'information service may be of no help unless it is
provided by an individual whose judgment den be trusted, based on
rience."4104
A University Science Library
A comparison of the work environment and other variables between
a University and an indudtrialiesearch laboratory indicates some shifts
in emphasis in the sekection of purchased information services, but many
of the samt principles apply. The following list was suggested at a nearby
University-Libraryof Science and Medicine:
-

The Library'does no searchiig as a regular service,
for itself or for other people, but only provides
tools for others'to use.
J

- .Semi-public use of the facilities by unskilled usfrs
creates Serious problems ofmisfiling, as compared to
1 the industrial library which may enjoy a more pxotected
,environment and users of higher average skill. Thus.,
the University Library refuses to purchase card
services, or loose-leaf with a steady flow oNsupple%mente, because they.invol'
ablock of time to get,
intlwbusiness, interminable in
filing thereafter,
and the constant hazard of items whichre lost or
misfiled.
.

-

t

The Library is leiry of highly specialized materials,',
and requires a minimum number of users, no maitXer who
they are. This applies; particularly to special
interest newsletters, which are used for retrospective
searching very seldom, if at 41i.
Any individual-research project or contract report's
can be terminated, and leave an orphaned, broken file.
An index or accAs system which is needed by only one
- man must be purchased 46 maintained by him, therefor";
our of project funds, regardless of how valuable it is
to him.
Such-a file may be transferred to the Library
at aqater date, but only after sufficient use by
others has.
Wablished by experience.

,
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Uniqueness of n given'iervice on, the market compared to
its competitors comes before cost, in deciding which
ones to keep sad which to discard, although both factors
must be considited.

Upgrading the Special Branch ljarary

The prohlemof how to improve the operations of a special branch
or departmental library without losing its advantages or even destroying
it goes deeper than personnel.
It Involves what the system is and why it
- exists.
The sikall special library may be in essence an expansion of the
personal library of the department' managero created as a service center
and not just as au-Information Source. It operates in a tloied market,
Which is not likely to be expanded regardless of any improvements. The
special services it offers serve the department staff as a way of doing
business, and limitations on the time of Its uStricustomers are as F
stringent as limitations on*cost.
qe

A detailed analysis ot such an operation was made for the special
library serving an environmental health research unit.
The first con-,
,elusion was that even this small unit covert a complete spectrum of
demand, in its use of literature services.
Toxicologists are doing basic
research, with heavy qse of the published_ literature. Industrial hygienist
are operating engineers, who consplt company sources first and find the
literature less informative.' Management planning'is concerned with government regulations and new areas where it must be able to get relevant information immediately.on demand.
All three groups are users'of information services, bdt in quite
different ways.. In this particular location, the, typical research/tOxicologist
likes to do his own searching, asks the librarian where to look (and
whether it is worth looking), wantsthe special search file's kept up to date,
and often wants,,to get specific references in the original. The industrial
'
engincer/hygiegist wants the librarian to provide the search, seldom does.
his own, and is usually satisfied with a collection of whatever referencei
are typical and available.
The manager requires the monitoring of specific
government documents and company literature, and likes to get on his desk
with the new item a pre-selected "vertical file" or relevant documents and
reports. e

Ir

e

61111.L

These three groups correspond closely to the t4see functions of
informaeton tfse outlined herein.
To a certain extent thike is a tendency
or each group to assume that its own part of the operation is most
important, and take the others fdr granted. Thus, upgrading any one aspect
of the operation is not a complete answer, Success may ha6kfire and make
other users suffer: if an improvement in one function alone makes that
part of the service better and justifies an increased demand, the limited
time of the staff must be taken away from others, unless improved efficiency
can be engineered to release time for other functions.

(
MIL
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In this specific case, dizanalysts of the special services performed
by the staff was made to define those skill's which'aire vali4ed most highly,
both the staff and by its customers. The primary Wills identified were
(1) upgrading the input to the system by selecting and re-ab tracting all
'originals of selected documents, for hidden data or meanings of adequately
recbgniied in the abstract (or in the original); (2) creating pri-selected
vertical files for major areas of current or expeoted interes ; and (3) a
current awareness and retrospective guide for where to look, for what is
in the files.
,

.

These "premiun skirls" are listed in the inverse order of which
ones might be.helped most easily by iroved computer services. Thus, the
guide to.what is in the files may need only shallow indexing for the'company.
literature, and the basic research literature will benefit more quickly
from commercial services shared with users at other locations. .Computer
services may also be able to assist in items (1) and (2) by providing the
staff a selected input for special processing, but withoUt in any way
replacing the total operation.
.

The basic' principle in this cage, as elsewhere, is to look for
help 'in areas that are weak, so as to preserve strengths and provide mof
time to use them to advantage.

).

_
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CONCLUSIONS

The Matrix of variables and interactions proposed suggests'
a number of relationships which have been stated above. Some of these
have both positive and negative elements.
The positive statements can
be summarited first:
-

Use as ed.event is much easier to escribe than the
The s
individual may be a
research sciefitist today, a searcher for a known
document tomorrow, and a project evaluator neat week.
His needs and choice of services to filli,theerchange
directly for each function'or role.

". user mean inlividual.

-

The concept of user value-systems is an extension of
the identification of user-groups by function. Users
concerned w/41 the research function appear to place
the highest value on qualitative factors, the operating function emphasizes:quantitative.fadtor, (cost/
budgets) and the planning function the factors of
management judgment.

-

The fact that an item of information is new to the user may
be enough for some (R/D planning, marketing), but for others,
users evaluation is vital (patents, contract negotiations).

-

Cost is a strong factor in deciding whether to purchase
services or not, but once this decision is made, relative
costs of the same order of magnitude may,be only secondary
'in the choice between services.

-

Information analysis differs by definition from a search
routine which "anyone with adequate training can carry
out and get exactly the same anser." The value judgment
kills of a apeeific individual are a necessary
part of the product.
1

Negative Conclusions or Unlinkages Observed
Hiny conclusions can be stated more cogently in negative terms,
as "unlinkafes" or false correlations to be avoided:

-9

1
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Sion
may be in the user-selection process, it runs into-fhe
laW of diminshing returns.
What is most needed is
whatever is missing - a bit of public relations or common
'sense, se-cost data,.as another valid way to look at
matters from an entirely different angle. The person
least sensitive to values in another diMihsiOn- may be
the enthusiast who thinks his system could become all
things to -all people if it could only get enough support.

-

A forced decision between services based on direct toiler
costs may be a bad decision if it has to be made by a
user who prefers-to think in terms_of quality and, is not
trained in cost/benefit analysis. Costs are important
for the operating manager, but most users put convenience
and reliability first and consider costs only within an
order of magnitude.

ar

.

-,

No matter how thoroughly well developed all.), one dim

There are negative values, not zero value, for info rmation
which may be attractively packaged but never used. There
is a recurring debit each time this.item is considered and
rejected again; it,takes up space and time, and-the system
would be better off without it. This Minus value can be
projected in mathematical terms.as a vector transform,, from
an o4igin in' wishful thinking to a revised basepoint of
more realistic needs..
There are also str ngly negative values for an "'important
reference" for whi h nO original can be found, for information received tqo ill' te, or for any information which is
rejected for cause and left in the file without annotation,
to be either wrongly accepted or reprocessed for another
rejectiAT the nett time around.
.

-

)

Time involves major factors in indirect costs which.are
often .overlooked, particularly the time required by the
user/customer
reprocess information which cannot be
used direc y as received (e.g., a 3-inch stack of computer sprintouts)

4,
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APPENDIX A

I

PROJECT APPROACH

Bias'As a Working Tool
r

a

s an interesting exercise to read backwards throughlthe trapscript of a panel discussion on information systems and services, and
discover how easy it is to identify.(withouelabels) who is saying whit :
Differences of this type appear during the evaluation: of any large body of
information, involving the value judgments of different men from different points at view. How to handle subjective differences in these
points of view quite a serious problem, that is not,always recognized.
One approach tol-ihis was developed in a project on the "Evaluation of
Soviet,Research in Catalysis," completed at Exxon Research and Engineering
in 1910 (15). The problem in this instance was that the ratings of"the
experts in differ It parts of
project were. difficult to handle, since-they were more
less heavily biased; many pf them said.the Soviet results
---4.were no good at all.

In this case, some 6,06 pertinent abstracts Were.collected from
the Soviet literature and rough-cut iao a dozen subject areas. Each
subject, area was assigned to a cogniiraimexpert, who selected from hit set
(or reclassified to other sets) those items which he felt to be most significant fot further study. These items, representing about a 10% sample-of
the whole, were then critically evaluated by each expert for his own area.

The Wings of these experts were then collated-for further analysis.
At this point it hecame,apparent that. in. many cases the same project or
program had been rated quite differentWby different experts,'each from his
own viewpoint, and these ratings were, nota all compatible. The next step
was to consider as a group,all of the ratalis of a given expert. When this
was done it appeared that one expert might feel that in his area all of the
Soviet research suffered from '?a seiious lack of experimental data.
For him,
.the statement that a given report contained some poor experimental data might
turn out to be the highest compliment he offered. An effor -was made to
determine the bias used by each exPert,.and his rankings were then arranged
in the order of what seemed to loop the best to him, within the Constraints
of his own vocabulary. On this basis there was a much closer agreement
between the experts.
.
.

The next step was tar identify and then-compare the differences
. the bias of differed experts, to look for a second geperation ofunclusions.
One of. these has already been mentioned, in the'apparent differentrin the
attituck of SovieV and U.S. acientists toward the importance bf experimental
data.
is derivative conclusion could be checkeeindependently a *.nst the
observation that.same of the best-known Soviet scientists in catalysis
(e.g. Balandin) seemed to be quite erratic in the quality f the data they
.
reported: It appeared on further study that the quality'', t$ data in these
instances could be correlated well withthe later quality of the work done
by the junior author, but -not that of the senior author at all.
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This approach is similar to the' perturbation analysisof astronomical data to,f ind an unknown planet. An enormous mass of data is first
arranged to determine that some 'bodies seem to mote in orbits among the

On closer studAit appears that these orbits show some erratic
effects, and areas ariCiddiktified in which these effects see% most likely
to occur. These iffeCts are then 'examined:from all angles to see if a
reagoil for them can be surmised. A variaty of tentative conclusions are
made and tested against other known facts, and the location of a new
planet involved a third or fpurth derivative of, the original orbit.

.statioxy,

The perturbation-analysis approach examines who is saying what,
and why, and goes beybnd this to consider the reasons for the bias of
different experts.
It is a direct opposite in this sense of the Delphi
approach, which masks differences in anonymity in order to arrive at a
consensus.
In the Soviet study, pertinent conclusions directed attention
to the.lack of training in SoViet universities.in what we call chemical
engineering, but with the companion observation that work of the highest
quality can result in areas of R/D that receive a high "nation prioiity."
Specific conclusions directed attention to areas which would be\of-probable
interest to the OSSR_(as of1970) in any future interchange with the U.S.
in science and technology.
.

These princip
were derived fiam,the analysig of subjective
observations416.They haVe since been tested'ind-in general confirmed bf
subsequent experience. The basic technique is to select 4n area 6f in
formation for careful scrutiny, based on preliminary correlations,,to
predict the nature of a variable and Where to look for it. This correlation can then be checked against what may be very fragmehtary data at a
specific point, for further refinement.

The application of the perturbation technique,tathe present study
involved an aggressive search for areas of'agreement and disagreement among
the experts interviewed. The object' was to detect and define significant
variables in their criteria for the selection of an information service.
As this approach was confirmed, it became standard practice to .(l) ask each
expert to identify others whom he would expect to disAgree with his statement of priorities, then (2) go to these or others like them, an (3) work
out between the two a statement of variables and defiditions ac eptable to
both, to describe the differences in their points of view. The emphasis
on examining reasons for individual value systems requires a continual 'awareneas of the personal bias of the investigator and the special environment of the'atudy.
The awareness of'these hazards helps to avoid their
effects, andlit'is also helpful in interviews continually to seek for alma;
of disagreement or divergent viewpoints.
The special environment of much, of this study is a corporate_
research laboratory where in-housb,infoimation services are highly valued;
and are provided as a corporate - service function tTal prgfesslonal
employees.
The effects of this bias are recognized herein as an explanation
for some of the statistics obtained, and also for differences from'selected
intIriews with the managers of a vtriety of information service operations
.
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at other'locations.Am examp le ofperSonal bias is the eendency to raw
generalizations, which must he guarded,against as a hazaid of ambiguity
the results* -or hidderi constraints. For.this.reason, the conclusions
drawn
rein are concepts to be considered as a skeleton for the organization o

as a guide rather than a directory.

,

00

Dimensiogel Analysis
.

,

Business literature on the emaluatl.on of research gbe back for
several decades.
Efforts to relate the value of research to ordinary business'parameters alone (such as DCF) have shown that this approach
sacrifices entirely too much regarding the value of probability of a
different outcome.
Improved syatems"for the analysis of uncertainties 4nd
some means to'include and to operate on'subjective evaluations., In a onedimensional analysis,, uncertainty factors and numerical factors such as cost/

benefit aspects are frequently entwined, and it isecessary to resolve them.

_
The dimenhional approackto-the analysis of complexvariables
in project evaluation was advanced 15 years ago for.the.rational selection
between projects in industrial research.
Harris (Monsanto) described p.
Profile scheme with 5 l'aspeali" as headings for 26 factors, each rahked,
on afour-tinit scale from very good to very bad (16). 'TUB systei for
evaluation
valuation of research was 'not widely adopted, agdlater studies
suggested that 5-major headings is still too cumbersome.
A more limited
n
er of dimensions is preferred (17).
Three, dimensions has this
advantage and is the minimum required to escape,the hazard pf "Flatland":
false_cause and effect conclusions from two - dimensional thinking regularly*

assume that if a thinis not black, it must-be white, forgetting all
about fed or green (18).
iSystems of this general type have been tested extensively for use"
in-research planning and the evaluation of projects.
One key to success
to be able to break the analysis down into a'small number of discrete
chunks that are analyzable segments that can be examined separately. One
such system,to rate the "value of an idea" in R/D chose the three-headings
of novelty, potential value, and ability to commercialize, with suitable
subheadings under each such aapatentabilityi'technieal uniqueness, or commercial novelt. Ratings for each factor were a'subjective ranking of
value judgments, in terms of probability or extent. Each main
was
then rated as an average of-the subheadings rated-separately:
A nuMber.of
in-house research projects were rated in this way, and were ceWared With,
a numerical rating of the final stagereached in their dekreliopment toward
a commercial success. A plotorthese data, in Figure A-1,shoys a Cleltr.
correlation between Idea Value and the development stage attained. It gig.
significant that parallel'iatUgs by independent panels of experts who
were etittally qualifiedshowekcheck results Which were remarkabl, close,
within a few percentOn a nume4caLaverage'mf ratings. The 'extent of
this agreement was reported with sameurprise, as it had been'by Harris
and others before since It was assume That subjective ratings wild be
inherently less consistent than those based on physical data:
-,
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.The diOensional approach makes no effort to compile exhaustive
check lists pf variables, so the sub-headings in the text Tables I, 2;qnd 3
above are all typical,'mst complete. ,"The principle is'that the same amount
-of effort is more productive wtlen it is spent in looking at things
from as
many viewpoints as are necessary to establish perspective. It is the dif-'
ferences in the-viewpoints which are represe9ted in the sundary Matrix of
variablee'ancleteraction effects.

.

ThV particular dimension' chosen in this study to reflect,the
value'systems of different usliksj-eceiVed a direct input from behavioral
analysis. They are taken direr ley from-the Jungian system of psychology,
which considers the Objective/rational, subjeceive/quaiitative and judgmaltal/intuitive aspects and their interactions with the environment as
fundswentalAaracteristics of behavior. These patterns of0 behavior help
explain why the scientist or engineer is so baffled when management says..
"No4\to a well-planned project, and equally why the rational planner can
expect,his system fo be all. thingslio all people if only.he can get them
to absorb the necessary costa

7

,

.

.
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Overlapping New Technologies
,

$

e simultaneous development of different nex.methods of access
to info
tion confronts the oseryith an uncomfortable choice as to phich
tools- to uy, and which tuttena4d push. It overlaps significant
user desi
e
improvoments ithe,older
'familiar systems, some of which the
user imselfils6 have helpedCreate.
_

16

Science an4,tmthnology haft now reached the 4th. or 5th generat
of inalptation accesErtoois4:with new tools coming on so rapidly that th
lines between generations are blurred. A host 00-special services of
every
imaginable type are puiderimposed on journals; Abstract journals, indexes
to absitacts, and computer access to indexes.. The design of
new systems
and services is itself ewell-established disCiplihe, so that the.availabi
rof new technOlogy is less and less of elimit. The number'of
tionserAces available is in the tfiousands and still' growing, and
ach-of them has been created to meet the challenge oflisp4cific
user needs.

Oirr2ip ii4tistics on the grakth of inf4rmation services amply
The number of "abstracting and indexing services"
international Periodicals Directory has gro. o about
12504n 1975 fra11200 in 197
up from an estimate of 390 in 195aNaisn
40 lipmber ofin.nformatioE service
centers" listed in Kruzas (International)
'Encyclopedia of InforiStion Systems and Services rose to 1750 in 1974
(2nd Edition)e an increase df over 100% since 1971.
The number of computer
...data'bases available for scientific information was about.88 as of mid-'year
'1976, 57 in 1975, and 30 in 1974,.doubling every 1 to 2 years (19).
The
sale trends appeared earlier in the NSF "Guide. to Non-conventional
Scientific and Technical Information Systems in Current Use" from 1958
to 1466, when the number of mechanical sorting systems in use
showed a
1-7"dqubling period of four years (e.g., edge punched, tabulating'cards4
peek-a-boo systems). This rapid growth was all but
obliterated by computer
systems-whXch increased,at a sustained doubling rate of less than
two years, le
from 17 in 1961 to 118 in 1966 (out of 175 non-conventional
systems reported).
support "these Ilidications.
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-34The cumulative effect of these statistics is indicated, in-Table
The'apid growth of the scientific literature, abstract journals and
more sophisticated electronic methods of access to infetioielon *as cited
as-a classic example of the "Diseases, of Science" in a remarkably predictive
essay in 1961 by deSolla Price. The growth of technology and science leads
to new technologies, and each new generation in afrgiven field of knowledge
tends to grow faster (20).
A-1.

11.

Price discusses. growth curves of three types. 'The normal growth
pattern in nature is theIS-shaped symmetrical logist
curve, whelp the
supply of food or*some other resource is limiting.
st growth tvises
rapidly at first, has a nearly linear middle portio
r a few dqubiring
periods in time, and then levels_off4just as rapid
it runs into a
shortage of food, water, or some other basic resourc
The usual end
result unless these is some new supply is that the whole system collapses.
This applies to the normal growth of bacteria in aCulture, fruit flies in
a battle, orjack-rabbits in Australia.
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The'growth pattern for the number of,scientific journals has been
etrikingly'different, with a doubling period.of ti teen years which has been
neatly constant for 16 doublings over 250 years, f m the first few journals
to a hundred thousand.;.. This is a straight line sea -log 'pldt. Fiice finds
thsesame pattern fot-the growth of abStract journals which started when the
number of primary journals exceeded 300, or more than one man could read.
S.

.11
.A

The semi-log plot of the groxth of scientif
journals and abstracts'
has too often beeaaiidted out of context, ignEiOng Price's main point.
Continued linearegrow'th may apply to money at compound interest but even
there it collapses if ..the bank fails, and it ceases if the interest is withdrawn.
An unlimited supply ,of all necessary resources must include time,
- money;'and social venue as well as fooll or air di..water or new information.
Free access to all of thtse is an,illusion: a constant_linear doubll
rate for the total number of. universities ofscientific journals or Aix;
oration services an continde-"indefinitely" for only so long as society is
willing 6r able to.irlow unlimited access to timef"money and all of the
facilities required. Tke difference between the lifiear and logistic curves
is' very well illuitrated by the difference between theoretical and actual
returns for a chain letter, as it runs out of gullible victims. If there
is ho means by which supplies canbe replenished,g, growth goes negative and
The fallacy of the chain letter applies ultimately to
the system diel.
ery situation which assumes continued exeonential growth..
Even more instructive is the fact that the growth of new technology
in a given field leads to ;families of growth curves which grow at an ever
increasing rate. The reason for this is that each related new technology
benefits fromrthe tools'and.experienCe of the ones before it-,. Price
illustrated this with the growth rate of the total number-df,scientists
which cloubled in the United Spites over fhe 'past 2qp years abopt once every
ten years,,cpmpa2td tea 300-year average, doubling period in Western Europe
of 15 years. fithe doubling time in Russia since.1418 has been more rapid,
about once evely 7 years, and in China from 1940 Co 10260 it was even fast,i,
.doubling every 5years. He applies aiactly the same principle to the growth
of new technologies for access to sciehtif*iriformition.
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Table A-1
,,

A

4 Generations of Information Processing

Information Process
or Service

Access Tools

4

Information Provided.

t,

Scientific journals

years

Current Comment

(Period)

11*

Original data
,o

Abstracts and indexes

Doubling Time

.

c

15*

c

r

Reference 4-tontent

, (1750-1970)

apparently slowing down,
(controversial)*

_f

s.

12*

(1875-1975)

1950-75

close to 187*1950
Mechanized indexes

to abstracts

4

(19584966)
i

Electronic sorting,
-computer,data bases,

Index to 'references;

interactivesearching

1.6
1.2

(1958-1966)

3

(1971-1974)

(1970 -1976)

growth Overwhelmed by
computers
,,

La
LI,

I

I

:data-bases in 70's
computer systems in:60's

Information Service Centers
Searching and retrieval'
(with or without analysis)

Any of the above

services and centers
total'over 3000 (1976)

Constant doubling times assume a vanishing border line betweeU science plua'teChnology aid other
bodies of 'information.
At

a
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-The chart Fhich Price uses to' illustrate the effet of increasiffi

growth rtes in such a'family oftechnOlogieshas been'modified sllghtly in
Figure AL2, t9.fit the data given in Table A-1.',The only difference is
that in hih (gamily of curves on, the number of scientists it was the ;4th
curve for China where growth was truncated by a cultural revolution.
In
the groWth of information services it is the intermediate curve for mechanized
index systems where, growth was overwhelmed by a younger generation.
The
computer systems which Price referred to as "electronic sorting" in 1961
doubled in less than 2 years during the '60s, an4 this same rate of growth
is continuing intp the-/O's in the phenomenal increase in the number of data
bases availalarb.... The growth of information service centers fits the same
family of curves:
It uses all the tools available, and Its doub
rate
of 3 years is' exceeded only by that of the computer data bases,
newest
generation.
The doubling period for the number of abstracts and 'indexing
services is only slightly shorter than for scientific journals; and Price
drew them as of 1950 as parallel lines on his semi-log plot. His plot is
reproduced in Figure /t3 wiih4 the addition of the recent data as a double
point at 1206/1250for thexpars 1973/75.
This extrapolates as a straight.
iine continding 'the slope of the original data for 1875
to 1940.
The first
half dozen entries for abstract journals appear of the curve
as precursors,
for the same reasons as iced by Price for the first few scientific
journels.
They are properly omitiVU in determining the itatistical,slope.of
the Ile.'
o

No firm data are available as to whether thenumberof atientific.
'jour
is as of 1975 is anywhere near the 400,000 which would be Predicted,by
a errinued linear extrapolation. The question is considered controversial,
and an answer is beyond the scope of this report./ Whatever overall data
one
accepts, there is cleat evidence that by 1960 to 1974 the rate of growth:in
tie United States wag significantly below that for the rest of the world.(21Y.
The question of whit'is a "scientific journal" becomes mote and. more difficult to define as the borders of science expand farther into,society.: It
might be agreed, foexample:that Popular Science Magazine Is a j urnal
of technology, if not of science. It is not so easy to decide whet er to
'count either popular magazines br more serious journals de;toted to arapsychology, astrology, or the mysteries of the pyramids. 4it is
no easier to
decide just where to stop counting the abstract journals.
Such ambiguities
cannot be avoided if the extrapolation is cdhtinued toward the point where
there is one "scientific journal", or more per capita.
Other results wuteti
Price predicted have become surprisingly real:
the costs of each new Technology
tend to increase as the square or the cube of the number of men involved;
the/printed:paper may be doomed, unless we can get even better methods4eX
"abstracting the.abstracts;" and the
persistent need ma be a nationalscience pont, to set consistent goals. for the effective use of techpital
information. The gradual disappearance of printed
papers and the emergence
of electidnic data centers for every man, woman and child do not
seem nearly
so. remote now as alb): did it 1961.
The final prediction is that whatever new
technology comes next'', it gin only be expected to growgfaster, and have a still
shorter time before it has used up its share of all the resources society will
allow for the growth of, science.
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4 Figure A-3
Growth Rates .of Journals-and Abstract4ou4hals
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WhatWill Be Actually Used?

4

The designersand vendors of information services Mould like to
assume that major improvements in the services they offer would find new
customers.
But the total market expandsonly, slowly at best, and coepared
to the rapid growth .of new serviEes it can be considered ae almost a constant.. To th,is extent, any increase in the amounts of time and money which
the users of STI devote to purchased information services will be taken
away from otheefunctiona, such as laboratory research and developmeimt.
For one service to expand' it must take business away From others, and the
vendor finds himself competing with his awn established linen for the same
customers.
.

,

Intense competition places the emphasis on what service is actually
used, nqt what looks useful. Even the best-of services can go-out o4kbusiness under adverse economic conditions, as happened to Chemisches Zedtralblatt
and British Chemical Abstracts in postwar Germany and England. A more common
occurrence is for a new newsletter or special journal ea fail to'find enough
customers to survive, regaidless of high quality in the first few issues.
Technical society journals henefitlrom having a,guaranteed market,'and
jgenerally improved communications in,both directions. Thus, a close response
to`the needs and wishes-of-its customers has been a
jor factor in the
success of the Chemical Abstracts Service, created y cirmistslfer chemists.
r"

The problem of origins.t- soprce
-----48Mftun'
ents which Are not available for
abstracts in print may be partfya question of who wants *at, Data froi d' 7:-.
brief statistical review bilged on the Chemical Abstracts Service Source

Index for the years 1973-71y indicate4 that this occurs often enough to be a
Larson has stated
that 7% of all the '.sources indexed are not available in the U.S. (22). Many
of these are sources cited no more
2nce a year. A random sampling and
identification was made of the sour #11 ited on 50 pages out of the 2000
in ChSSI.
For this sample, one four
sf the sources "not avaikable in the
U.S." could.bs found in other lib6ries listed, but thre fourths of them
are not available anywhere, in the free world.

problem, with sources cited from behind thelron Curtain.

,

.

.

.

's.

.

A further analysis of this sample is being lade with the coopers,
tidn of Chemical Abstracts Service. One assumptionL which can bemade
depends upon the fact that the professional searaeis who pre most likely
to talk toOKS are often willing to accept references in their reports by
title only, or title plus abstract. The scientist or other researcher who
wants the original document is a step removed from this direct caItact.
When he feels to get what he needs, his senseof frustration is directed
primarily a the librarian and may stop there. Such a reference is of
negative v u to the customer, not zero value, since it wastes more time
and'effort e ry time a potential user finds itinteresting.
One approach
has been to question the practice of even having ans"abstract which may
. have been translated from Referativnyi Zhurnal, when it proyes impossible
to get more information. A simpler recommendation to save this annoyance
and expense would be to place some dIfinite marking in, the abstract or
index whenever it is known that the Wigieal is not Available. This could
provide the citation for what it is worth, without the frustration of
trying to find more.
t
.
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The quantity 'factor in the ,demand for information servic es has
probably_been disiorted,in,recent years by subsidized government requests,
for "all the inforrngtion,available" on a given subject. The effect Of
these open-ended requests is hard to place in proper perspective%
Government agencies had the first computerized index systeis, in such

It

7

places as the U.S. Patent Office, NASA, and the Departdent of Defense.
Civilian agencies were invited iobid for government contracts to assist
in evaluating the informgtion available in these files. Many subsidized
contracts of this type, were let by the Environmental Protection Ageticy and
other branches of government. Their purpose was to evaluate the informgtion collected for publications on criteria? fore standard getting, or the
best control techniques available for potential polltitants in air or water.
Other subsidized requestswere simply .bibliographic at-first, to load.
potential source material into-the files.
As the number of these subsidized'reqUests increased, more users
became involved-; and the information' tools Available for them were cod
tinually improved. The literature review for a 1 to 2 year project might
be"completed in two to six weeks, with a large number of references but
no extra time for their evaluation.
Direct subsidies for simple bibliagraphic compilations have become unusual, and the same thing will' pre,sumably happen to the demand for published compendiums of all the information available on a special topic. The distortion comes about when it
becows pfogressiVely eagle/ to produce references in any quantity desired,
without requiring that they/be digqsted or used.

*,

,

*

The quality factor in the growth of services into new. market
areas has a differeat Set of .-limits. These can be illustrated by referring
to Prices' chart on families of new technology, in Appendix Figure A-2.
The competitikri between overlapping new technologies means that most of
the market for the youngest generitibn wil/ ordinarily be subtracted from
the buainess available to its-piedecesaors, A rapid new develo ent may
break through the previous limits to growth into a new market r
above
the earlier curve, only when it can claw upon some new resource not prexioutily available. One example of such a new resource is the high speed of
computerized searching, coupled with multiple uses for the same user training and facilities. The trouble is that this may come at the expenge of
other parts of scientific research, not in addition to it. It is too soon
to tell whether the enormous amounts of information poured into official
rements for environmental ballast statements or best-available technology
o the total amount of time and money devoted to science and technology.
e moment it appearghat until they are completed; they are displacing
aspects
research and development.
nteractioafrof .new technology and its potential users-can
be very
ppointing. Two cogent statements ofasic principle in this
are
a been made which are entirely negative:
Mooer's Law: an inforthation retrievdt system will tend not
to 'ke used whenever it is more painful and troublesome for
a ctijtomer to have information than for him not fo have
it '(23).-
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Zipf's La +, as modified byAllen: statistical analysis of
the choice of information channels shows a direct relationship to ease of acCess, with far less attention to the
effective use of time, and no correlation between perceived
technical quality and frequency of use (13).

Mooer's Law can be considered as a modern paraphrase of the old'
maxim "Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis-folly to be wise," and both of these
statements are related to Zipf's original studies on "The Principle of
Least Effort" (24,25). Allen's study of the information
source-selecting
c$iteria of electrical engineers at MIT is being updated in a new edition,
which reaches the same basic conclusions.
Others have reached the Inference
that "the ease of us& of an infoNatiom gathering method is pore important
than the amount of information expected" (26,27).
,

The rapid growth of technology superimposes upon this negative
attitude, the-fict that constant` training is required to use the newest
tools to advantage) The information intermediary has an increasingly
important function in liaison between the service and its potentilit user customers. This is one element in the question; will it be used?
Does the
customer want to use it, does he know how to use it, does he need help to 1
use it? (28)
"Information broker" is the new word for 1976, and additional

new titles can be expected as this function becomes morecomplex. Repeated
efforts to train the customer himself to use the more sophisticated services
have suggested that the person most likely to look for help is the emperienced
customer, who kndws the value of information. No matter how much or how
little such training the-scientist may have, the information expert has more.
The inherent conflict betOben quantity and quality of information
is made worse by this division of effort. The technicAl function of producing references is the work of a specialist; and the evaluation of information is 'the job of somebody else. New technology produces a large increase
in the quantity of information to be processed. Without an intermediary, it
is the customer's time which must be used to reject the trash before the
"information" produced can be used. The quantitative selection is by pertinence or relevance, not by "value." The thr
is diet bad data will
push out the good. This tends to repress thellilepted value of any single
fact, and if ten bits .f information, are not enough, it is possible to
produce- a thousand.
To meet this threat, it is vital to recognize that
both the operating function which proddes the information and the
research or planning functions which-use it are necessary and independent.
Neither camfunction properly alone.

1
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOPMENT

7
Proposal Postulates

.

Throughqut this project, the identification of variatlee considered as significant.by.different users in theit selection of information services has been based on one-to-one interviews, in the field. The
survey anditeleveloping conclusions were discussed with each person
on the average two or three times during the year, for periods of about
5 to 30 minutes.
The object was to recognize and discuss the working
bias of each user interviewed, give full acceptance to its validity, and
thereby establish it as data for a generalped ap oach.

4

.

Several postulates to be examined were
forth in the proposal
fortontract C-1027, Others .were developed'durin
e project.. The
following initial postulates were drawn, based on several decades of
experience in'information research:
.

-

There are identifiable groups,of users of information
services who differ from each other in their basis for'
selections between competing 'services;

-

The examination of different. points of yiew can be far
more productive in the analysis of an information
problem than an exhaustive study of any one viewpoint;

-

The many factors used for cbmparisons tCetween services
are interrelated, And principles can befounAbby which
they iqapract for different categories of users,and.
different types of services.

-" Statements-on the relative values of information
services in the literature or elsewhere must be
considered in the light of who says what, and when;
-

The consideration o' who says what is in ont senfea
direct opposite of the "Delphi approgch" which masks'
personal differences in-anonymity, on the, assumption
that a statistical consensus is more useful.

Initial Interviews
,

The first interviews were conducted with individuals who spendfrom 50% to 100% of their time in the, use of information services, to look
for areas of agreement and disagreement in how,they select which service'to
use.
These interviews addressed two'guestionst
(1) What specific
abstracting/indexing'services do you find most useful, in our daily work?"
1114 someone
and (2) "What discriminating.factors would you recommend ,ri
how to choose between them?"

'''k
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.Four
searchers were interviewed, spearately and together;
theirconclusions were in good agreement, as summarized in Table
Counting related publications by a given publisher as a single source,'
they, named a half-dozen services as "unique" for their use, not replaceable
by anything else. The second column in this table shows the discriminating
ettors they selected as the,basis forcompariaons. These were used asow
'column headings to expand the table into a grid, with'entfies for each
- *service listed.

No attempt was made to expand the obvious heading of "specific
fields Tiered:" Upon further coftsideratipn this variable, important as
it is, was excluded from the study by definition:
if there is only One.,
service covering aiiven field it'gets all the bd'iness these-is, because
,there-is no competition. If there is competition, the.choice isbasedon
other factors (completeness, :quality, etc.) and not just,on the field of
coverage.,

The column for cost was leftlargely blank in-filling out this.
grid, even by the most experienced searchers. they referred to the staff
administrator in charge of budget for more accurateinformation The same
thing happened repeatedly in other,interviews-whenever, costs.were mentioned.
While cost is a flbtor in initial-purchase decisions, the choices that
turn out well seem to involve an essential component of experienCe,or_.
the manager's hunch.
Once the Service has been purchased. and on the shelves,
its purchase costAs no longer;Fonsidered as regards day-to-day use.
Operating costsbecome a largekvariable, and it soon became apparent that
cost is a factor that is cona44y deferred to someone in management. A
number of the discriminatineiactors named are related to_physical
-space, and the time requife4t0 keep the service usable. These are all
budget items, related to inlifect costs.
In developing Table B-1 it became'apparent that the variables
listed as column headings deal with quantifiable factors, while quality
factors tend to,appear,$n the Comments. The deferrer of part of the,
decision to management -was interpteted at first as based on costs and
budgets, but Conferences with various managers emphasised a strong
experiential component in management decisions. A typical statement was:
"If'I were considing a service where I had no experience, I would try to
find anoth'r manet*whom I could trust, who did have some exp'erience I
could consult." AllehOioral analyst consultants helped identify- this
dimension as.the judgdentaliintuitive aspect in the decision process. -This
aspect is characteristic of'management, but is; by no means dolimited.

tablaf
xy
is ahawn.

ases for comparisougin.Table B-1 were next expanded to a
grouped in the 3 dimensions named. One dralt of this
le B-2.
The lines between categories are not always sharp,
since there are some factors which can go in more tharrone place,_but the
pattern can be clearly recognized. This Table B-2 was next shown to several
scientists who are frequent,, customers for information searches and other
services. They agreed.= the significance-of'the factors acid dimensions
named, but disagreed on their relative importance. The ebientists all
said that they would-put qualitativsfactors first in their selection;
"Whith service is a.pleasure to use?", and pay. relatively little attention
to'the quantity factors as a group.
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TABLE B-1

DISCRIMINATING FACTORS APPLIED (4 USERS)

r
"Unique" Serlices,
Most Used

Bases for Comparison

Chemical Abstracts

Fieldd covered

Cost VY4

Inddx Hard Copy
Text Microfilm

A Shelf space/y .

Derwent - C.F.I.

TimelinesS:

API - Abstractd:

User requiiements

text + index

4

,Patents and
Literature

training
skill

Science Citation Index

I

4

Minimum use required
4

Maintenance time
Predicasts,

Comments
a

CMA, Funk-Scott

Engineering Index
Applied Science and
Technology Index

41.
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TABLEAB-Ci
'FACTORS:IN SELECTION BETWEEN COMPET,ING'StVICeS

D imensions in the Selection-Profess:
(a)
.**

quantitative factors
ow numerical
(objective)

.cost facto's; (for first fook.o; continued use)
lr
leteness Sono. of documents in field)
(t of available literature in field).
°-49
time factors for delivery
*
:di
(soonest and latest, as well as avetage)"
.
,.
forMht of report
- appearance
ellige of selected, fields

,

.

(b)

qualitative facto11:

4 rankings

2
100(inclades _subjective)
.

,,

...

A

4C' orderly'presentation.
. - convenient Access within report,
..
indexes, arrangement

.

I,

44

flexibi4ty of*coverege
--ability to varyselect)
depth of coveAsge, details
- ability to highlight selected items:
-bycloseneSp of maiah to question
_

responsiveness
- can it change priorities
- add-new itemsodfiequeet
- tolerate atiguities

4

4-

- will suit. 'our

of (loins:thin

U

feedback
C0101511 ication with.'or'by user
- to redefine question, during, search

- snitability for browsing
(c)

business judgment:

imgnipo-go
(includes iletultive)
.a

reputation
-.recommendation ef.past usef s
uniformity of)qmality.
cionfidentfaity,
*-7
will,it last?
to:improve_efftciency

4

.

factuality
- if he says a thing is so, does be
have a basis for'it?
,

.

consistency
- recognised dependable bias

experience in actual type of mask involved

(*Oust the field)

-.

skill to anticipate problems
OptiMization of piodedukes
-

.68
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The three-dimensi .-:

utline and the headings in Ta
-1 were
Tab je $ -1
d independently 4 '4 .tbe. minagesa of two outside information
innters.- pharmaceutical
=rch library and '4 university sciences
library.
They confirmafflneadings selected did the same list
seriiices. ,*They.reconiffiiadd the BIOSIS and Medlars/Medline ser
"uniquel'An their field (replacing the erAPI abstracts) with the
aOlon
that initial training time and regular continued practise are es ential
to maistainthepinitnum skills required for their effective use. Overall,
the lists of services and descriminiting factors obtained independently
trim these interviews 'showed a high degree of agreement, with minor
"differesees in the order for specific individuals.
next chec

thip

.

.

in*am attempt to generalize why this agreemeht was realized, it
appears that these are Aervices where the same amount of basic training,,
experience and facilities makes it possible to answer more different types
questions than a competing service, which, is rated ,1414s valuable.
A
ferent conclusion based on the same data could be that because these
ice4-Arekused more pften, the users became more skilled in them and
them edifer to use.
This is not necessarily'a different conclusion,
-howe er, since both may be related to the observe
n that this-service is
mor- flexible, for koreilsers.
4P

a

No' such agreement appeared ilm.efforts to prepare a-broader list
of this type for the same users, to rank the 30 to 50 abstracting /indexing
services they consider mostviseful: ,tittles and rankings beyond the few in
Table B-1 were cqmplq4ely different foieach user/searcher, or for the same
searcher for diferent searches. This suggested a further analysis of the
data to consider what types of.questions get the widest fluctuitions from

1

.

-

one wOrkerKone use to another, and what queitions,are tost'likely to give._
a betteNatehing of answers. The "unique"-list was probably a good question
on this
and the second llet was nat. The failure of this effort led to
a new&direction in the study, to look for areas or circumstances of pre-actable agreeiSnt or disagreement in the basis of selections.
Stated
differently, the important variable is not just the user as an indivipal,but a combination of"use;oliaracterittica with the specific use at h

a

.

Perceived values in the imp6rtance of.dlredt and'indirectlObsts
are_an obvigps area of disagreement. Subsequent interviews indicated'that
time is anotlervariablewith aspects which differ greatly,in their relative
importance to different users. Thgre is a question of whose time is most
val bee rid when, wHaillortions of the total information srequest the customer
is %Filling to delegate at'a given time to sowne elie, and hoxemiich of
this work the customer prefers to:do for himself, Xo become'More familiar
with the material. These were examined' further as interaction effects
which involve both the user and the eniTironment of use.
.

oa

User Population Groups

.

,

This.confirmed the original strategy decision to exiMine as
carefully as possible the nature and reasons :for individual bias and
report them anonymously at the end rather than concealing them throughout,
so as.to developba fuller understanding of the decision-making process.

p
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The revilw of areas of agreement and disagreement foGa-in,tlie
initial ihterviews suggested a more detailed survey of usage patterns among
the 15-20 regulaeusers orinformation servicds.at the EXxon Research and
Ongineering Central Library whO spend some 50% or more of their average
working day in gearching the.literature. A third of thete'are library
staff, half of
m'information analigts.or searchers who have special
areas of interest, and others include scientists who are strongly priented
toward the use of the literature. All of these gitups comprise individuals
with different levels of training, skill, and responsibility. - ificluding
the freedom to decide, which searches are most worthwhile, and'what informsdon will act=ually be used.
/.
I

,

.

--i

.

ans..

The first step in the survey proposal was to cOnduct.a preliminary
interview with major users, based on their records of past experience, to
determine what information servic
eath one uses most and about how often.
This was to decide what question are worth asking, and what services
should be added or removed from
e previous lists for tabulation. Preliminary,
limihary indications were that sa) Users have one or -two faIorites, which
this individual uses more than all then services put together, (e:g., CA,
Derwent; 421 abstracts).* The plan was to ask for a complete tatty:from.
,each user for several weeks, with followLup discussion, after eliminating
for each individual as a convenience those.aervices used most often
(i.e., 50 td '90% of all uses). That is, the survey was to be simplified
for, each participant by identifying this pattern.in the preliminary inter:view, confirming it, and concentrating thereafter on incremental uses of
other services.

,

.This,se/ t . of preliminary-interviews led directly to the identifica.-

tion.of the-"user populations".ieferred to above., At\the timethe survey
was 'started, the distinction had been drawn betweenlearchers, scientists,
arid intonation managers as user groups having differentesets of priorities.
Completion of the initial interviews identified the setEn pub-groups of
user populations discussed in the report, Table 2, and their differences
in value priorities as reflected in Table 3, This filled
two eledents
in the MAtiax plopped, and redirected attention to a closer studyof the
characteristics ortLe.user grousysrid possible interaction effects between
thetype of user and the type of-use. A more immediate problem was the
question of acceptable definitions for user groups, and where to put the

irt

"manager" as a user .of services.

-

.-

-.
S

Management Viewpoints

Impzovetents in'the use of scientific and technical infOrmation
constantly run into lie limitation that the number of managers who;are
greatly interested in information systems and services remains about the
'same, regardless of the changes and impravadents made. The original scope
of work-of this project And initial conferences wieh.NSF emphasized the

4
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importance of getting inputjromAifferent managers and disseminating the
results, widely to the attention of mariagers outside of the information'
field itself. This proved,to be a profitableapproach.

The original petline,of.dimensions" was' discussed i0ormally at
the Engineering Foundation Conference on STI Services at Henniker, N.H. in
August 1975, and expanded at' the A$IS meeting at-',Boston in October 1975.
Two important elements ii tht selection process were reported in numerous
user interviews as being "deferred to panager".1
questions of relative Coat
(direct or indirect), and the preparation in advance olan approved.p,st
-3T services (based on costs or other factors). Th'e operating "manager"'
was considered as a-special user-lroup, with additional functions such as
4
project evaluatidhs,and the choice of a work environment.
,.

"

.

,

'

.

A first draft of Table 3 on'the prioritaipereeped.forseleotion
factors in different'dtmensions placed_ "managers" w
"Vendore'es a user
,

.

population to whom costa come first, whereas 4scientIste
and'"planning
'
stiff" put their emphasis on factors of quality-and exftrience. This scheme
was not satisfactory, 'since the manager's ;fieWpOint can be just as clearly.
identified with- planning staff
a major function.. ft was changed accordingly in an Interim. Report.(MA
15, 1176)'prepared as a popular prepentaj.
_tion of the "Matrix of-,user
es and interactiOn4p"'to meet editorial sug--:r
gestions by the editor.bf.the AC journal CHEMTECH. This article (29) was

:.,

A

`published inAugust 1976, addressed tolbroad audience of project managers
in chemical technology
It emphasized the impacnp of growt in information
technology (see tppendix A) and analogies betweeh the sele tian Of
engineering services and information services.
t
-

,

The Matrix was, expanded td' include user impacts as an a ditional
interaction effect, and Wits presented at the National Information
trieval
Conference in Philadelphia, in May 1976. Discusaiont with leading experts
in (the information literature at that time confirmed the dimegpional analysis*
and matr x-approach,presented as valid and useful.
,

.

The presentation for NIRC with first previsleftd and approved. by an

Oversight Review'Colmittee meeting at NSF the end 4 Apr'il 1976. Plans were
also discussed at this review meeting for, a questionnaire to expand the
data base of replies from initial interviews.
This had been designed for
use in-hand, dUringfOlIow-up interviews, to correct for the initial bias
of replies obtained most easily from the 'movers",who are most interested
in new ideas (see 4ppen4ix C): During this discussion,'parttcularemphasii
was p1aced,on the observation that, the 'differences sin,yaluesystems of'
different userstit:Add also appeardifferently to three different groUps of
managers. NSF:direCtivesifolloging this discussion urgedi (1) more attehtion
to the differences between managers; this has &en expanded as a major con-,
.
clusion in the ExecutivsAuMmary and Tent Table.O,:knd (11.to test the e
proposed questionnaire on a larger sample, toexam110 the ivalue pEaferences",
of different user" populations. ,This test badbeen made,'Iwith procedures
and results at agmmarized in AppenalxC.
,
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The viewpoints of different managers were explored further during
1976 intInterviews.with seleetedindiViduals at the ASI6 mid-year meeting
at Nashville in May, and at the Gordon'Research Cdnference on Information
problems in Saler:Wig Research in July, as well as at NIRC and,theOver.;.
sight Review Meeting in Alen. The general trend of these comments has
been wqrked into'the discussion above (Text Table 6). The follacAng are
highlights,oUthe comments of different mans.'
consulted:
..._

,

.

r

.

Preference rankingsin the Value systems-discussed are
relative, novabsolute: ,a low ranking-does not imply
zero value, .but only that Other values ere considered
more important.*
*
"..

.

.

-

'

The fact that.an.item of information is 'new to the user
may be enough for some(R/D Planning, marketing)Alut not
at ail'folt others 1)atents,.contract,negotiations).

, ,

.

,

*

Uier-impact Interactions may have an effect on reiisionso
in the management decision as to how much time can'be
devoted to looking at information rather than other work
(such as the afeCt on user seli-esteem Of paying ameone
else to do thinking for' you, father than simply looking
*) facts))
.

,

,

,...;

P

,

p

.

y-. Theibalance between direct'andihdirect cost-effectAis
.major interaaidn with.timeconstfitints, which differa

j

a'

with the.type of iiser/manager and the environment of us.

1

i-

..

-

.

..a.._.

-.When arVice'doi-AwatiafacperyVO
yalues fore the service
vas .a whole maybemuch more ealflY, rec
d than "critical

\

.

,-iarident" values, yhich seem. to cause conflict in claims.
for Credttal..,
.

'

-

.

,

...

,

,

.

A dtsiraidfe end result °finite present approach is ,set of
classifications by'which
find a homegor.theirviewpoint,,With-segmipta fro
he Wier end rather than,
asusual, from themanlgeroppqvider pf the service/
1,

j

Individuality
- is difficult-to. promote'in any'bureaucratic;
system, and functions which,reqUire ir;are likely to be
,,,,,
A
downgraded or unrecognized.

-

,

,---1.1
110erso
;rec.

,

..

,

'skills of individuals in the system are clearly
ed whspeer
v
pe
special
services Ior. special customer
.

are de

,

red.

,,

a 4

.

,

,

k

J'S

JudgIental-talues are not well appreciated by'the "rational
many who expeces'his syStetz to be all things to all men, lf
only it can get/enough supporta,

a

14,

9
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Planning staff nevbr has extra time, haeaccess to patterns
of decision net available to thescientist;r* is more
concerned with plausibility of a point of view, and means
to evaluate it, than where. it comes Eiom; time means money.

-

The university environment is.very different from the
industrial one,.with cheaper labor'and fewer time con-:
straints, but strictly limited capital. 'Industrial systemi.
are far more sensitive to time/labor costs, which depend
strongly on whosetima is being spent.

-

A major management concern before purchase of a service is
to be certain that different gases of decision have at
least been recognized, and not,derlooked because c4 a lack
of extensive data.

.

.

Managers and User/WorkersAgree in Function

111

On furtZstudy of the'prioritY values of managers in field
interviews,.it gradually appeared that the word "manager" could`be placed
just as well one place as another in Table 3.
Every user population
includes manager/users as well as user/workers, and raillery usercan be a
bit of a manager.
Asihe initial confusion was resolved, several conclusions appeared:
4
-

Different groups of managers can be found, just as with
othdtirgroups of users, who differ in the values they
perceive for different factors in their selection of
services.

The difference lies in what the information service is
being used.for at the moment:
the research function, the
planning function,or information operations.
-

Managers and user/workers Involved in the same function-share
the same relative values foi the-prioities perceived, and
the same set.df meanings or c6nnotations for the words used
f
key parameters"in the selection process.
.

4

.Ac
41 ly, Table 3 was changed to refer to user functipngenerically,
Ot than to specific user' populations. Text Table 6 onothe
conflict in,c
Along; for ,key words wasdeyeloped to cflardctertze the
differences
parent to different managere. *Here- too the same'differencas
:apply to-both manager and.wOrker for a given information. service fUnctiO4. '...,
it is the function Whichcontrols, so the word "manager" was dropped from the
It may b noted that
caption. of alike table without changing its content.
several of thlee7Words can still be'accepted as terms in Text Table 1
(timelines's, ttme,,depth), because their connotation& in conflict all fall
in,one dimension. This, is not true 1pr the term qreliabilityi) whicfwas
rejected as aMbiguoum,, because it may refer to different factors in time
(quantity), in. uniformity (quality), or in reputail.o6 (judgmental).,

,
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The unifying character of this agreepent in- function is significant.
The fact that, the ma ager/users and user/wprkers see things the same'way from 1
this viewpoint appe s to validate the concept of user functions, just as
the disagreements
d agreements on prioritiA of different user- populations
appear to validate the concept of dimensions in selection factor's.
The
skilled manager
any usertapplying management skills can applIS, the
/(..0e imensional approa
to identify areas in which he is strong and not so
strong, and delegat orrseek assistance-in the weaker areas to improve
cost effeotiveness or_. the same-total effort.
l
0
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APPE M C

URVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Variables for Analysis

The analytical 1:.ocedures and intervw approach discussed in
Appendix A and Appendix Bled to an initial Matrix containing three
variables and three interaction effects. These formed the basis for the
survey questionnaire. The ,first variables outlined were the classifies- %tion of selection factors into dimensions (see text Table 1),.user popula-'
tions into groups-(text Table 2) and information services into types, as
they, interact with the user (see Definitions). The differences perceived
Mere sharpened by the concept of priorities in user value systems as an
interaction effect, characteristic of the user group (see text Table 3).
fi
A'second iteraction
effect characteristic of the type of service
was identtied as the personal impact of the user paying someone tet do '
thinking. f r him, in inkrmation analysis as contrasted to more rout e
seirices:
This wasegeneralized to a desire to know and choose a ape fie,
individual, whenever the user is selecting an informatiot service whilh
he perceives as invp1Ving his own highest skills.
This could be searching
for the searcher, indexing for the indexer, or analysis for the -analyst.

,

.

.

Differences and similaritie's were accentuated in the interviewb.
V "pertdtbation analysis" (see Appendix A), asking each person who agreed
with a given correlatilio to identify oteers who would either agree or,
disagiee with his point of view: The next interviews' sought to work out
with both partiee a suitable working,4ocabulary to identify the differences
they perceived. ..A simple `set of definitions aCiptable to people who
,.

,

dNe isagreeron priorities and values is far from easy-to achieve.

.

.

'

s

/

The nexttstep-was to examine each area where an tsterac tion
appears to exist, and try to find words to describe it. This identified
a,third,interaction effect. user poptlatiodb/who,agree in their ranking
of priorities in selection factbr value also tend to agree in the importance.
,,which they attach -too having the originals of *selected references in hand
for their own use, rather than abstractsi titles only, or a digest review.
.

.

.

.
.

--

Further donsiderafion of the procedures' used to reach this stage
Aggidted a danger that theresults obtained could be influenced by subtle,
changes -in phrasing the questions addressed &different utftr groups. Each
interview for the analysis of ,variables covered Ole same general areao but
the emphasis kept shifting as nee Correlations were found. 'This ,led 'to,
plans fof a standard questionnaire, te*be used in hand for second-1round
Interviews, to get a clearer' view of the differences between groups when
the same questions were asked in th; same way.-
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Preliminary Design of Questionnaire
The first plan for a formal questionnaire was for a'usage survey
based on the concept of different prioritises for different users (see text
Table 3). This was to be addressed in-house to some 20 heavy users of
information service, from different backgrounds (see Appendix B). The'
object was to examine'the concept of priorities'end ldok for other variables
in the selection process. The table of pridrities at this time listed the
names of: separate user groups, by specific disciplinef sqlentist, engineer,
patent attorney, searcher, information analyst, manager (as the one to whom
cost decisions are deferred), vendor (as an author interested in data on
cost effects). Comments on thebconcepts of selection -faetor dimensions and
user-value priorities had also been obtained from separate surveys of the
users of a small special library, managers of information services at an
outside conference, and'ihe sources selected for 300 patent searches in
special subject areas grdered by a group of patent attorneys bver s period
of 2 years.

;'

.

Requirements proposed for the usage survey quest/bemire were
first'to identify the user, in terms of discipline or userpopulation at
the time of a specific use event. This. would be followed by a simple grid
Vox each user with entities for each special event, and variables arranged
as column headings to be checked for a subjective ranking of perceived
importance. The format was to 'include.six variables for each use or
user:
the three dimensions of selection factors, anethe relative importance
attached to recovering original documents, abstracts, or reference by title
only.
Additional variables might ft added. The idea was to simplify
record-keeping for each user by,s preliminary interview covering these,
questions completely for those services Which he used most of the time,
and ask him to check the questionnaire only when for some special reason
.

he used a 44,fferent service.

This format was modified and not used after the preliminary interviews, because it was Clear that it placed the emphasis in the wrong place
(see Appendix B).
There were repeated indications that the ranking of
factors for the selection procets depends upon the type of qUestion'or how
the.information is 'to be used, and not on the user's discipline. One such
indication is how easy it. is to design a loaded question which will make
any desirea-dnA of a-set of services look best, then ask other q4estions
designed to
reverse the order. This game can be played with
any'of the leading
petitors, and it id a favorite ploy of the saleTpan
for a new service.
The original postulate'that usage patterns could be tied priiaarily
to the individual was thus discatded. Further attempts to set up correlations
with "service Ast used," subjective rankings, or field of interest were
bated more on studying the,use at a given
nt.
Unfortunately, this complicates the problem of-the definition°
erns which do not uean exactly
the safe thing to one use as they do for another. This was identified a
a cause of amhiguityin the statement o priorities for the "manager" and
resolved when it 4as recognized that here, too,'the'coptrolking variable
is not the person 'or his job title but hiSuse,for,the service selected.
..4

ti
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The questionnaire strategy was redesigned on thii.basis to develop
a standard set of definitions for variables and priorities from the viewpoint of use rather than the user's discipline.
The same set of propositions
were to be,presented in hand t9 t e original cooperating s
of 36 users
for re-interviews, including any uodif ications made after their first
comments.
Personal impacts between the user and the sery e were added as
an interaction effect for study, based on observations that the users-of
.information analysis; patent attorneys, or planning staff want to select.
a searcher they know, even 1.5. he moves to a new firm.
An outline of the format proposed was presented and approved at
the...Oversight Revlft.Committee meeting in April 1976, at the ninth month of
the 1-year contract period. The Project Director and the Committee suggested that raw data of greater interest might be obtained in a limited time
by sending the questionnaire to Otarger sample of the populations available, instead of using it_pl-dhand,for re-interviews. This sample should
also help to reduce the gias due to getting initial replies only from
individuals known to be actively interested.
Final Draft
r.

A draft of the questionnaire was discussed internally and reviewed
with outside experts at NIRC in May, with particulate attention to questions
in the dimension of budget /costs. A second draft was prepared and presented
informally to Individuals and interested groups at the Midyear ASIS meeting.
at Nashville. Anumber of suggestions on principles and methods of correlation were received from Iperating managers who had conducted user surveys at BattellA Rand, and Rutgers. A helpful line by line review was
also conducted in a breakfast discussion with a group of students from
Syracuse University,
"These suggestions were combined into another draft and reviewed
with,a consulting behavioral-analyst, who recommended a final check with 5
"guinea pig" critics to take the test without oral instructions. The
results from thia,suggested the clarification of'deffnitions and instructions
at several points.
The final form of the questionnaire is attached hereto. This was
deemed ready enough in this form fOr'internal use, where the returns could
be followed up easil'sbytelephone. It.was recognized that farther changes
in farmat,would be' dettired if a similar queptionnaire were to be used
again. The fore Q is in four. pages,, with contents as follows::
Page 1 - preamble with definitiii of terms, expanded. after
the "guinea pig" test to minimize misunderstandings.

-."anonymous" definitiOn of user background
- frequency of usei for three types of search-request

h.
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Page 2 - frequency of us e,for specific named-services

-.ranking of selection factors and costs for named
-services known to the user
Page 3 - relative impdrtance of selection factors by types of use
% of references wanted as originals, abstracts, title only
-.opinion check list on personal imPacts and preferences
Page 4_- open-ended questions, to help counteract the problem of
forced definitions and albiguities

S
Questionnaire returns show 100; replies to the identification
question 1, 78% provided the optional signature, and only two perions
removed the mailing label for hp anonymous reply.
The most 'effective
questions for statistical review were the frequency check lists *a 2, 3,
5b, and the specific preferince list in question 6.
The'two questions 4 and
5a on the relative rankings of selection factors were too complex and read
differently by different respondents. The concepts of text Table 6 were
developed from this ekperience, to clarify th importance of the functions
identified and their different characteristic connotations for the same`
key words.,

The open-ended questiont'on page 4 received an 85% response, and
over half of these replies provided some detailed comment.
Procedure and Initial Results,

The sample chosen as the bate for test was a randoi list of
240 named individuals picked from the professional employees at Exxon
Research and Engineering Company.
In this sample 130 individuals were
located at the engineering research center, 90 in laboratory research and
20 in smaller groups such as information specialists or patents. These
sub-sets represent 10-20% of -the .employees sampled. The list was then
checked or a telephone call was made to ask: have you during the past
fullyear (1975-1976) done any searching in the published literature apart
from reading current journals, either yourself or by asking someone else
to conduct's search for jou? The questionnaire was sent ,to a total of 89
who were known ap user% or whosthus identified themselves* Response to.
tt
form took an average of 15 minutes.
v.

.

The initial query showed that',49 of the 130 engineeip used avg11=
ble aiterature services to search for information during the Jear, versus,
who osevEINIed only in company sources or current' journals. The same
ratio,for to arch was 40 to 50, or nearer'l to 1. The list of'89,"known
users" amounts "to 40% of the total random sample of 220 from thest tWo '.
',locations.
This 'theans that the other 60% of the test sample do not consider
these information services as important to them. They satisfy their information needs'in other ways, i.e., from original journals, company sources
or their colleagues
in the invisible college, as ipdiciated elsewhere (13,30).
.
)1/.
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Table C-1
Questionnaire Returns (Raw Data)

Engineers
gineers

for R/D
for,reports
,reports
.fbr-decision

43;-15
41,-5

Research

+12,-9
,+1,-8
-5

Perceived' values-(age)
know the individual-.
use'kmown service
know appfoximatlercosts
compare on exact costs

+.13,

,

-.06
+.25
-.72
L.76'

,

computef-customer training
accuracy > comp2.eteness
.prompt key references

Open-ended

11111

.53
.79

+.3a
+.06
*.67
-.77

-

.41
.91

ents

total
detailed

30
17

.

30
16

s
g

U.

9

4`

;

4
A.
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,

The e-gieateT interest of .the researchers in information.serviceSis"reflected in responses received, which was 38 out. of 40 from research.
versus 32 out of 49-from engineering. 'Similar-,treilds appear in the
average number of searchei made during the yegikr,04.44:was 'about 2' for
.'the -engineers and over.4 for research: The'same,applies.to:fatiliarity
with different information, services; a, check list by title'pf,those used
a
at least once during this period showed an avtiage pf ,one for the engineers;,
A
;
and three or more :fior-research.
.

A preliminary tableof,questionnaire'returns is given in Table.
C-1. -These are presented as raw data, since Contract C-1027.requIred,only
that a questionnaire be preparkisuitable fortesting'and aabwed.no time
or funds for stetiatiCa analysis, The arbitrarY'distinction between
"enginbers'
engineerihg center l' cation and "research". at the
research centershows a number ,of interesting correations. Both groups'
-agree that factors of quality .(convenience) and judgment (reputation)
ere ranked.as mest,important (4 or 3) in their selection oessiviCen,
where time-an&costfactore were ranked as.almost nit (1 or 0).
,

'Different valdes perceived by these two groups were ranked on,
a 5-poinr%ienle
neutral ",not needed, and prefer not)1.,..ple
algebraid average OA% strongly positive for research and negative for
engineers on the use qf origirials versus abstracts, using known'seFvices,%
andaaking a known individual to collect the information. Both groups
agreed
vs., 80%) that it, is important to get key,referendeg promptly,
before ,'any fuqher search. '`Both ranked completeness in aeseah,anda&C
rle
of 'accuracy, theengineers a littlejmore so. The strongest agieeMent,
was on two questions with Aavily negative responge and'10-20% 4f the
total as "prefer net;"-for the importince'Of,nowing eXact dolls?, costs
to compare,serVices, and even more against expecting the user /customer
himself to.know how to do Computer searching. The two groups responded'
equally well.to the request for comments.

41,

*
*

'The preference for using abstracts rat* than opiginal'S for
,
purposes other than research wassstrbnpir than, expected and it seemed to
,ncrease for uses further from research, for' repdit writing or for decisions.
ThiS preference mat reflect a local bias-at this location, wherb an aggressive effort is made to provide. good abstracts diTectednematerial of
'company interest.

A

,

L

A

.

. The differences observed between the user7habits of research
-scientists-and engineers checks a survey of .the same group of engineers
made during a previous year, when 100% of the library requests received
for literature referendes came from 41% of the engineers. Both research"
engineers and design engineers were included.: Requests ranged from 25%
of !'light,uaers" averaging 4 requests per year, to less than 1% of 'heavy,
users" (5 men) averaging 5 requests per week. These are the "information
gatekeepers," only 1 out' of the 5,onseniOr. staff.
This .indifference to
the literature may be a-factor n. the Zipf-law results reported by Allen
....
-among-electtical engineers at
T.
It should be noted again in thisconpection that in contrast to sc nti4c journals and reports,'the engineer
does not typically expect to find answers to his problems in the published
and it it unusual to t.ndoen§ineering know-how in written form.
,r

.
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Return To:

Homer J. Hall
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Govt.
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USER EVALUATION OF INFORMATION SERVICES
(NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION CONTRACT C-1027)

This is a survey conducted ror NSF on "Improvements in the Dissemination,and
Use of Scientific and Technical Information".
Its aim is (a) to explore the valve
systems which users of information service l apply in deciding which informatLqn servigiF
to buy or use and (b) to provide a guide Offr user selections, among the many competing
services available. "Service" is defioed,herein as any means of access to thelifer-,ature -other than your own reading of journals 'or-books.
This may be_an-abstracting/
indeXing service,.or the,personal services of a literature searcher/analyst.
This questionnaire is addressed to a randpm sample of Exxon Professionals at
Linden.and Florham Park who are known users of information services which the Company-provides.
Its purpdse is to examihe the-basis.,upon which you ordinarilrdecide Whichservice(s) you like best, for a specific use. T
hone enquires abOut this form are
welcome; your answers can be given by phone, or-b
nterview if you prefer (ERC 1c2555).

1.

,

Your Division

Year employed by Exxon. '
.01

First college degree and year
t

2.

During 1975t76, how often haYe you asked someone to carry out for you any 10.nd-of
,information search (estimate)?
,

'

4

1

f

dumber and Complexity of Searches
for a
for a question.
%
for a report re
specified fact;
redefined
include-analysis
reference, or copy
- during search
of information
.

%

.

'Requested fromAames)
41

.

.......

ilP*

(Transmitted_ suggestions)

Please'enter-on:the-last line above the approXimate number.of these searches
/
where you weie transmitting a request suggested by someone else.
4.

Je

81

'

Q-2-

59

yourself or asked someone to'use for you
Durin 1175-76, how often haveiyou us
speciTM information service? Ple se add
names of other services not listed,
which you particularly ipe and use

3:

the

in-

'
0 =never
1 = atleast nce

.0

2 = several

3;=.often (average-Once a..week)
4 =,daily (constant use)':.

imeso

4.

Fr quency
0 1 2 3 4

F%equency
0.1 2 3 4

Chemical Abstracts...,

AirPollution.Absthas

,API Abstracts

Applied Sci/TeCtoIndei
Cdrrent ConEents,

.31

Del-went Patents.
.:. Science Citation Ind

4,1.* Yonvironment Abstracts

predicasts
Engineering Index
3

Petroleum Abstracts'
ERDA Energy'Abstracts
NTIS/GRA Index

-4

Lockheed/Dialog

.

Medlars /Medli -ne

O

SDC/Orbsit

Nair,

,

4. _How dove!. ate theserv-ices thvst You knew. in the above list (3), aside from the
uestion o subject area? 'Please-enter your list bdiow, by name'or number, and,
e4
Date
tachor'for which you have an
ona scale from 0 = poor; 1/=
,unce ta
2 =vsatWactory; 3 = good; to V. = excelleht.
,

in-

Quality FattOrs
,
.11

Serliice

4
2
W
0

,

44

y name qr number).-"

-o z

o

C

0), th
Z
( In 1

W

03 0

0

.

$4 AS

,

.

0
0
03

>...

M

.

4,..

.

E Ik.
of
o

..,

..'n

8'.
W

r

.

YI

..
t cu
,

,

Judgment
'Factors

Budget factors

,

.0 00

V)

C

InJ

-

WW

0 of

C n $4

O 1.4

Ca

.
W>
i.
0
.4 0

,.., ,°L. T: Q.°

,41) 144

614

0. 01

.
m

O

°

a.)

1401

4.)

',

3J

3.1

C Ca

01

0
0.1

W - 1.4 il.
W Z 'Z W
41 O.
0
.t. of ,?,. ti.
.
>,.+

Column
(10)*

11

1,

Chemical" Abstracts

2,

APr

"i

e
)

K

,; ,
°

lese ente in ColUm00 (d) your estimate Of_how much this service costs, per year,
and (b) other reasons thy ypu particularly like or dci not like this pne.(use footnotes
as ne
).'?*
4
.

*

it

o

;

1
41,

-605
.

Q-3

ct106 are most important to you in dediding what information service(s) to use?
What
Since7his may 'vary with your intended use, pleaAe specify this,'and indicate for
on
each type of search Which factors yod rank as most important in your sel
services (on a scale 0to 4, zero to vital). Consider all quality factors as a goup,
all budget factors, and all lodgment facrorr, as,separate dimensions In the selection
process:,

'

Type of .Soh
information sear
intended
for
use*

Relative import#nce (0,1,2,3,4)of
factors in selecting
a service for this use:
qualitybudget
judgment
(convenience)

(costs)

Usual % of references
you want to Aga, as
'

(reputation)

title/
originals abstracts author

41

a specified fact,
reference

s
patent information
state of the art
review
browsing,.'

general background"

'I

project selection
4,0
0

,

* gnecfev,as use for R/D
detisiga (management); other

6.

'-_,1.-.114); report (writing); client (fox sending to sdkeone);

In your evaluation of information services, hoW importaut'is ix in your opinion to
0
(pr4fer ne.t)

(not needed),

(neutral)

6

+4,

(yes)

(vital)

;know Oe'individual Who
will do the searching
use a service I have
'used before
.

know myself how.to do
41:

computerWarching

.

know approximate costs
-(older of magnitude)
ktlow eitc t'dollar costs
for comparin'g . services

4

rank accuracy ahead of
completeness- of coverage
get key references promptly,
befbre the final report
.

.

83
.
1.4

Q-4
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Other + or - factors which seem significantto meoindlude:

c

11,

-

a

.

-.
What effect does it have on you if a 'service which gives &pod results is

expensive?

ot,'hard.,,to use?
1.

of uncertain reputation?

4

.

_contains hidden errors?;
.

S
,

Why do you pink people particularly like to use.or avoid certain types of
information services?'

c

k
E

This survey-of user, values systems is in no way a reflectigp On the
inforatiOn services supplied by E &E. Thank you for your time and/interest:
It will help, if you sign, bu if yoidon't want tq, leave j.t off.

;

0

pit

0
1P,

isa

v..

f

1

Signed

0'

0,

84
A

N

.

(optional)

.

r
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